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BUILD YOUR OWN 36W 
PURE CLASS A 
MONOBLOCK AMPLIFIERS 

WE BUILD WILMSLOW 
AUDIO'S SPL1 2-WAY 

SPEAKER KITS 

LETTERS AND Q&A 

BOOK REVIEW - 
THE ART OF ELECTRONICS 

MAKE YOUR OWN INTERCONNECTS 
- WE SHOW YOU HOW 
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Seas Loudspeakers TOP QUALITY AUDIO TUBES 
from West Europe/USA. 

We have 1 million valves/tubes n stock including vintage and high quality audio types. Please enquire 
for any type not listed below. 

2A3 Chinese £15 16 
SARI. Mar to 5234/G237 
5C-45DA C295 00 
5RIGY.RCA £4 90 
5040 W Europeen £7 99 

5Y311/GTA Sylvanta C3 99 
6AS7G Rumen £4 38 
684G Moorman 633 25 
BEM RCA £2 19 
8C33C8 Raman 623 70 

6CG7 Manta £4 32 
60,18.reler to (CCU 

6L6GC GE USA CM 63 
6L6GC Russun 5881 £4 65 
6L6GC ECG Phdus £18 62 

6.51.7GT STC UK £5 96 
6611761 SIC UK £6 56 

6V6GT STC UK f3 45 
694 UK MOO £2 39 
12A17, '.8660 654024/ECC81 
12ATIV4C Seam £392 
I2AU7,refer to ECC82 
1'JUN/A Rumen £2 75 
12A107WA ECG Maus £01 98 

128/17/1 SyWanatlICA £10 97 
12E1 SIC ITT UK £13 30 
t 303 CV 4268 f5 99 
13E1 SEC UK f 133 00 

8542 Multard 65 98 
27126 042 56 
3008 rernese [53 13 

805 Unrted USA [33 25 
807 RCA 929 
811A Busman £10 40 
845 Carouse [36 00 
4212e STC UK 612000 

5687 USA E5 99 
5751 USA £6 50 
5881/16WGEI Russun 04 25 

6189 Maeda [5 99 
6291 refer to C04024 
6922 So-deck £4 30 
6550 Soherck f 12 00 
6550 Chnesa 212 36 
65506 GE USA1991 02900 
294883 Multard £7 31 
204004 Mallard 015 53 
C04024 Mallard UK £7 65 
294085, reter to E F86 
DG7.32 Tungsrum £213 80 

(UGC rater to CV4003 
(MCC, refer to 121)17WA 
12297 Firmer UK II 12 

BILLINGTON EXPORT LIMITED 

ECC82 Mullard UK 
ECM Russian 

ECM Tungstram 
ECM Rumen 
ECC88 Multard UK 

ECL62 
ECL86 14011410 
EF86 GEC UK 294085 

(786 Russia 
EF8049 AEG 
EL34 Chum. 841engtete 

6284 Milani 
EL64 Tungeram 

EL84 GE USA 
EL519 Russun 
5232 Mullan1 UK 
5234 Mullard UK 
Gr34 Genume Russtan 
GZ37/CV378 Multant 
KT66/75810, GE 
KT88 Chums 871fington 
6088, refer to 6550A GE 
M8136. reef to CV4003/ECC82 
548137. refer to CV4004/CC83 
518162 refer to CV4024/CG81 
ECC83 Cnua 
Mull Bruner ILK 

PL519 SyKanu USA 
VIOC GE 
SOCKETS 

U11 9109 119 tYPes 2003009 etc 
11342.6211 cm.< 
as 
UX5 McMurdo 
879 1,1100 used tor types 063328 etc 

876 McMurdo UK cams,0 mounted and sinned 
0053,11 800,00 21300,0 

Octal PCB 
990 cnassn 7110 ned 

019A cnassw sinned 

[498 goat uns 
Toecap for 807 
Toecap lor 56-254.234M 1211 PL519 etc 

£4 65 

r2 75 
£266 
E3 32 
£5 51 

F259 
£4 38 

£14 63 
L3 45 
£5 00 
£7 96 

CI 30 
El 05 
£3 92 

LI 24 
CI 37 

£1203 

£5 90 
64 39 

£15 89 
£13 96 

£1 75 

f3 99 
f 7 91 

£42 56 

£2 32 
f 14 36 

£3 99 
f 1 85 
01 60 

00 63 
CO 86 
07 99 
CO 69 
00 '9 
01 73 
£2 56 
02 66 

We can supply sockets for any valve Iced .n teK adyernsement 

ipr meshed paIrS ¡Seam All add 62 00 lawr 909, 
All Items tested pnor ta 0,004105 very 4000 Qua.), and pa,uantee to, 60 

ufs 
(neap, and paclung £3 00 per order to UK Please tome 7 csaw plus 
postal nrne lor delivery 
Payment we Order (base renegue telex Wm Mastercard 

Express acce(ted) 

15 ea.«. %me«, Sâtage,Seueedeme. 
ID. Seer X' e 14 9E1 7delree.. 
(0403) 714961 7a.c.. (0403) 7135/9 

MINIMUM 080E0 - UK C50 00.17 5.0 VAT EXPORT [10000 Callers stnetty tre appointment only 

Orders over £400 (MIX OF TYPES IS OK) qualify for 25% discount 
After 31st March 1994 these prices are subject to review. Please confirm before ordering. 

G T AUDIO 
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, 

RESTORATION KITS 

You only want to restore your amplifier once, so use 

the best components available. All mil spec and 

selected for a maximum sound quality and reliability. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

LEAK, QUAD POWER SUPPLY ELECTROLYTIC 

CAPACITORS 500 VOLT WORKING. 
THESE ARE ONE FOR ONE DIRECT 

REPLACEMENT WITH THE ORIGINAL 

CAPACITORS, £20 PER PAIR INCLUDING P&P. 

Agents for: Croft, Nottingham Analogue, Posselt, UKD 
Callas, Monarchy Audio, XL0, Matisse, Groove Tubes, 
Gold aero, Townsend, Atacama, Clements, Metaxus 

TELEPHONE 0895 833099 
(DEMONSTRATIONS (;"I'W I( Il Y BY APPOINTMENT ONLY) 

Seas P21REX 
At SEAS, we take pride in working according to the 
highest standard. we put a lot of effort into speaker 

design, using materials and techniques which give the 

best audible results even if this means time consuming 
and painstaking production processes. Many critical 

parts are produced in-house some of which made by 
special purpose machinery designed and built by Seas 

Quality is a key word in every aspect of our activity. 
We monitor the quality of the parts and materials which 
we purchase, and of the parts and operations made in-
house. We use sophisticated equipment and highly 
trained and experienced personnel to check that our 

finished products meet their specifications. 
U.K. Trade Distribution: 
Radio Components Ltd., 428 Whippendell Road, 

Watford, Herts. 
Tel: 0923 - 250665 Fax: 0923 - 250188 

WA LWI 
DYNACO STEREO-70 

This is one of the most famous American tube amps ever made. 
Rated at 35 watts per channel, it uses 4-E134's, 1-GZ34, and two 

7199's. This very reliable amp is great for those who wish to modify 
parts or use it just as it is. Bias is easy to adjust, and the unit can 

switch between mono and stereo. The output tubes can operate at 

65% of their capacity, and the filter caps at less than 85% of their 

rated voltage. A true classic. 

Dynaco, Sherwood, Scott, The Fisher, McIntosh, Eico, 

Harman-Kardon, Heath, Altec, Stromberg-Carlson 

Prompt Insured Delivery. Vintage Parts Available on Request 
Looking for a particular piece of vintage equipment ? 

Send Us Your Requests. 

FAX: (604) 876-5876 

P.O. BOX 147, STATION A, VANCOUVER, B.C. 

CANADA V6C 2M3 
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Supplement 

Contents 
KIT NEWS 
All the news on new products - valves, drive units and everything to do 
with DIY hi-fi. 

CLASS A POWER AMPLIFIER 
A unique Class A monoblock power amplifier designed by our in-house 
team. Using special new transistors, this amplifier offers super quality 
sound. 

LEARN TO SOLDER 
Hart electronics, recognising the increasing interest in DIY hi-fi, have put 
together a simple kit to teach the novice how to solder. We assess its 
worth. 

Be. YOUR OWN INTERCONNECTS 
If you're not quite ready for a kit valve amplifier just yet, why not have a 
go at blinding your own interconnects. We show you how. 

TWO-WAY KIT SPEAKER FROM WILMSLOW AUDIO 
Davidearris builds Wilmslow Audio's SPL-1 two-way, Morel drive unit 
buds raker kit. 

BOOK REVIEW 

THE ART OF ELECTRONICS 
The Art of Electronics could be described as an electronics bible, such is 
the depth and breadth of its coverage. Dominic describes its impact on 
his life. 

DIY LETTERS 
Answers to your problems, be it a speaker design or just some advice on 
which kit to build. 
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18 

19 

21 

25 

27 
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** DIY MOTIONAL FEEDBACK 

SUBWOOFER KIT:- AVAILABLE 

NOM!** 

Our unique circuitry samples the velocity of the speaker cone 
and the internal circuitry uses this signal to correct for speaker 
box errors, the result is extremely accurate and extended 
bass, unobtainable by other means. Feel the difference!! Our 
kit features, 

Genuine - 3DB at 20HZ 
Internal Power amp and filters, one board 
construction 
Simple connection to existing systems, including 
variable top filter 
Small 42L enclosure with no internal resonances 
Dedicated to Audio, not an A/V compromise 
2, 200mm Diam Long Throw Drivers, 100DB output 
at 30HZ 

Only £395.00 + £8.50 post and packing. Overseas add 
£30.00 Airmail, Cheques and PO's in £sterling only to:-

Also, 30w/pch single ended stereo kit. DC coupled only 
£395.00 + £8.50 p+p 

Eurosonics, 48 Orchardside, Hunston, 

Chichester, 
Sussex P020 6PQ 
Tel:- 0243 537312 

HALCYON 

ELECTRONICS 
Test equipment, video monitors, amateur radio gear, printers, power supplies, 
communications, disk drives, multimeters, oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, 
connectors, component bridges, frequency counters, signal generators, computers. 

FERROGRAPH RTS2 TEST SET/AUX TEST UNIT £295 

PHILIPS 0M5134 FUNCTION GEN 1Hz-20MHz £1495 
PHILIPS PM5326 RF SIG GEN 0.1-125MHz £395 
PHILIPS PM5716 PULSE GENERATOR THZ-50MHz £595 
BRADLEY 144 DC MULTIPLIER UNIT £149 

.QUAD 303 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS £95 
DAWE 1405D SOUND LEVEL METER 13008(A) £95 
"ANTIQUE" WOODEN BOX TEST EQUIPMENT FOR 

CALLERS 
GITON CX6000 A4 PLOTTER 6 PEN CENT/RS232 £135 
TETRONIX 4662 A3 PLOTTER 1-PEN GPIB/RS232 £175 
130VA TORROIDAL TRANSFORMERS, UNIVERSAL 
PRIMARIES, 2x 113V SECONDARIES £11.75 
50VA TORROIDAL TRANSFORMERS. UNIVERSAL 
PRIMARIES, 2x 20V SECONDARIES £9.75 
PAPER BLOCK CAPACITORS, VARIOUS 
HI-VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS 
RESISTORS. CONNECTORS LEADS. SWITCHES, RELAYS En 
CAR DECADE BOXES 4.1.1 £15 
SAFEBLOCS £11.50 

INSTRUMENT CASES/RACKS, VARIOUS POA 
LEADER LBO-9C ALIGNMENT SCOPE 2mV/10kHz £249 
DYNAMMCO 07100 SINGLE TRACE 10MHz SCOOP 
WITH LINE FINDING d PICTURE MONITOR FACILITIES £99 
SCOPEX 4S6 6MHz SINGLE TRACE £95 
TEKTRONIX 453A 50MHz 2 TRACE DEL T/EI £249 
HP 8405A VECTOR V/METER 1GFIz £249 
TELEQUIPMENT 0610 10MHz DUAL TRACE mou £99 
SELABS SM111 18NHz DUAL TRACE £129 
TELEQUIPMENT D67A 25MHz 2T DEL TIN £215 
HP 1700A 35MHZ DUAL TRACE £249 
HITACHI VC 6015 10MHz DIGITAL STORAGE £345 

HP 13400 X-Y DISPLAYS £149 
OERTLING V20 SINGLE PAN BALANCS DIMS -200G £69 
ANALYTICAL BALANCES WITH WEIGHTS 250GM £69 
VACUUM PUMPS 1 56 213x...x £125 TI £149 
KINGSHILL NS 1540 15V 40A PSU'S CASED AS NEW £195 
RADIOMETER BKF6 DIST METER 20Hz - 20KHz POA 
MAROONI TF2330 WAVE ANALYSER 20Hz - 50KHz £149 
HP 5315A 1GHz F/CTR, OPTS 1283 £595 
LYONS DIO DISTORTION METER £95 

TIME 2004 DC VOLTAGE STANDARD 0 005% £750 
FLUKE 7600 MUTIMETER CALIBRATOR £249 
BRADLEY 171B MULTIMETER CALIBRATOR £249 
BRADLEY 191 DISTRIBUTION UNIT £149 
HONEYWELL COLOUR GRAPHIC RECORDER £295 
OVO MULTI-MINOR MKS (1 ONLY) £49 
CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 15-2KW POA 

COMARC 2303 MV SOURCES. DUAL RANGE £49 
MARCONI TF1370A LF OSC 10Hz - MHz SIN/S0 £49 
MARCONI TF2331 DISTORTION FACTOR METER £175 
MARCONI TF2337A AUTO DISTORTION METER £195 
MARCONI TF2343 QUANTIZATION DISTORTION 

METER £49 
MICRO/MILLIVOLT METERS MOU £17 50 
SIGNAL GENERATORS, VARIOUS, 1Hz - 1GHz 
SINE/SQUARE/TRIANGLE., Lecx. £19 
TFANSISTOR TESTERS . 111 £19 
FREQUENCY COUNTERS ,K111 £49 
ASO 8Mk5 MULTIMETERS £85 
OVO 8Mk6MULTIMETERS £99 
GOERZ 36 MULTIMETERS £79 

INSULATION TESTERS 111011 £44 
BENCH DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 1.1 £49 
600 11 75 OHM ATTENUATORS 111. £15 
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS POA 
PM6456 FM STEREO GENERATOR £95 
GOULD 2400 4- PEN CHART RECORDER £195 
X-Y-RECORDERS 03 & A4 FROM £35 - £139 
7SEG 12" 69" DISPLAYS DIGITEX/SIGNALEX £15 & f10 
MARCONI TF2300 FMAM MODULATION METER £195 

MCKENZE 7 DAY TEMP/HUMDITY RECORDER ENS 
FEEDBACK SS0603 1MHZ SINE/S0 OSC £125 
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS VARIOUS POA 
WAYNE KERR CT492 LCR BRIDGE £79 
OVO 8151 LCR & QBRIDGE £195 

MARCONI TF2701 LCR BRIDGE £125 
MARCONI TF2700 LCR BRIDGE £195 

MARCONI TF1313 LCR BRIDGE 0 25% £95 
OVO CZ457/S COMPONENT COMPARATOR LCR £95 
LEVEL TM68 MICRO V-METER 450MHz £95 
LEVEL TM38 MICRO V-METER 3MHz £85 

LIST AVAILABLE 1000'S OF UNLISTED BARGAINS FOR CALLERS. ALL PRICES EXC. 

OF P&P AND VAT. QUALITY ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED 

HALCYON ELECTRONICS 
423. KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON CHASE. LONDON SW20 8JR 

  SHOP HOURS 9 - 5.30 MON-SAT TEL 081-542 6383. FAX 081-5420340 

WOLLATON 
A•U•D•1•0 

XLO FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 
Whether you are building equipment from scratch, or upgrading 

existing equipment then XLO wiring will improve the performance 
Also available are the XLO chassis mount phono and the XLR 

connectors, and the speaker binding posts. 

Cables and wires. 
PRO 100 interconnect 
PRO 150 interconnect 
PRO 625 speaker cable 
PRO PL1000 mains cable 
REF PL10 main cable 
PRO 16P* Chassis hook up wire 
REF 16T" Chassis hook up wire 

Connectors 
Neutrik gold plated XLR male 
Neutrik gold plated XLR female 
XLO pro phono plugs (4 pack) 
XLO ref phono plugs (4 pack) 
XLO spade plugs (4 pack) 
XLO Signature XLR chassis mount (2 pack) 

XLO Signature XLR chassis mount 
XLO BNC connectors (2 pack) 

£5.50 per foot 
£3.00 perfoot 
£1.25 per foot 

£12.00 per foot 
£25.00 per foot 
£1.00 per foot 

£10.00 per foot 

£6.00 
£7.00 

£25.00 
£44.00 
£13.00 
£28.00 
£28.00 
£16.00 

* Note that the chassis wire is excellent for loudspeakers internal 
wiring or to replace the jumper connectors used when Bi-wire 
speakers are used in single wire mode. When using the wire to carry 
signals of less that 100hz a double run should be used. 
High quality preamps should be wired with 161. 

WOLLATON AUDIO - TEL/FAX: 0602 284147 

01] BANDOR 
Miniature Loudspeakers 

The sound of excellence 

&moue 20 
and g e  30 

Assembled 
Bandoline 30 
30Hz -20KHz 
size 
48 x 13 x 8.5 in 
122 x 33 x 21.16 em 

Transmission line kits designed to exploit 
the unique acoustical performance of 
BANDOR musical loudspeakers which 
are the product of 35 years experience 
humidity proof. 
Anodised, curvilinear aluminium cones are 
assembled by hand into robust chassis 
fitted with powerful magnets. Long-throw, 
low distortion bass drivers for clean deep 
bass. THE ULTRA LINEAR DRIVER 
(see brochure for xmas). Complementary 
treble section with fast transient response 

and wide bandwidth, covers /2 3rd of 
spectrum frequency allowing low crossover 
point - below 200Hz. 

Free technical details and prices from 

Bandor 
Design and Development Studio 
11 Penfold Cottages 
Penfold Lane 
Holmer Green 
Bucks HP15 6XR 
Tel. & Fax ( 0494) 714058 
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NEWS 

KIT NEWS 
A Comprehensive 

Radio 
Valve 
Guide 

Book 5 

Characteristics and 
Base Connections for 
English, European, 
American, USSR and 
Japanese Valves 

1960 - 1963 
Including voltage and current 

stabers, tuning Indicators. Nuvistors, 
thyratrons. rectifiers, and 

colour and black 8, white TV tubes 
- - 

RADIO VALVE GUIDES 
REPRINTED 

The original Bemards Radio Valve 
Guides (Bemards later became Bernard 
Babani publishers Ltd) published in the 
1950s and '60s are now being reprinted 
by G. C. Arnold Partners. There are five 
Radio Valve Guides spanning from 1934 
to 1963, with the majority of valves 
produced during this period listed 
complete with working voltages and base 
connections. 

The Radio Valve Guides are available 
for £2.95 each including p&p in the UK 
(B.25 overseas) and the whole set of 
five for £ 14.00 (£ 15.50 overseas). There 
is also an Equivalents Book reprinted 
from the 1974 third edition of the 
Handbook of Radio, TV, Industrial & 
Transmitting Tube and Valve Equivalents, 
again originally produced by Babani Press. 

G. C. Arnold Partners 

9 Wetherby Close, 

Broadstone, 

Dorset. 

BHI8 8J13 

Tel: 0202 658474 

VALVES RETURN 
The latest RS Components trade 
catalogue (or Electromail for the public) 
sees a return to valves: RS now stock a 
small range of tubes from National. In 
their new products guide there is an 
article devoted to how valves are seen as 
the enthusiast's dream come true, and 

much is said of their ability to generate a 
warm, smooth sound. 

The tubes which they will be stocking 
are ECC8 I, 82 and 83 double triodes 
and the EF86 pentode which are all low 
signal input valves and EL84, 34 and 
6L6GC output pentodes and KT88 
output tetrode. 

Electromail 

P. 0. Box 33, 

Corby, 

Northants. NN 17 9EL 

Tel: 0536 204555 

KIT DAC FROM AUDIO 
TECHNOLOGY 
A new kit DAC, the Sorcerer, featuring 
Burr Brown convertor chips has just 
been launched by Audio Iechnology. 
The Sorcerer uses 20bit colinear DACs 
and audiophile components throughout. 
It can also be sync-locked to compatible 
Arcam transports, 

The kit includes all the components 
necessary to complete a high quality CD 
convertor, including neat custom 
casework and 'computer grade' circuit 
boards The Sorcerer is built on two 
separate boards, one which receives and 
decodes the digital signal, and one which 
carries out the digital to analogue 
conversion and filtering. This enables 
either board to be upgraded as 
technology advances. 

The Sorcerer is available in kit form 
for £595 + VAT, and fully built and 
tested with a two year guarantee for 
£895 + VAT. An AT&T input is available 
as an option for £69 + VAT. 

Audio Technology Ltd, 

PO Box 147, 

Bedford. 

MK4I 8PR 

Tel: 0585 225693 

AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS 
SALE 
AP Electronics are currently holding their 
annual stock-taking sale, where 
audiophile components are offered at 
discount prices For example, Holco 
precision resistors are half price, 
audiophile capacitors are reduced, there 
are cable bargains, professionally finished 
amplifier front panels, switches, 
connectors, transistors etc. 

AP Electronics have also just started 
a new hotline for constructors, available 
between 9-10am. The service is available 
all week, but on the odd occasion when 

there is nobody to answer queries, there 
will be an answering service for 
messages. 
A component list for our Class A 

headphone amplifier featured in the 
August '94 DIY Supplement is also 
available from AP Electronics. There are 
two component packs available: standard 
£7, upgraded £36. There are also 
component packs and circuit boards for 
a suitable power supply. 

AP Electronics 

Unit IS, 
Derwent Business Centre, 

Clarke Street, 

Derby. DEI 2BU 

Tel: 0332 674929 

d. st 
the Southern 

SOUTHERN AUDIO 
ENTHUSIASTS SHOW 
The first ever Southern Audio 
Enthusiasts Show is to be held over the 
weekend of 29/30th October. The show 
is open from 10am-6pm on Saturday 
and from 10.30am-4pm on Sunday. 

The show is aimed at the true 
enthusiast seeking to upgrade, improve 
or construct their own hi-fi system. It is 
mainly for smaller specialist 
manufacturers, as indicated by the 
current list of exhibitors: RATA, Bandor, 
IPL, Audio Synthesis, Loricraft etc. 

The show will take place at the 
Master Robert Hotel, Great West Rd, 
Hounslow, Middlesex, situated on the 
A4 and close to two London 
Underground stations. Parking for 
visitors to the show is free. 

For further information contact 
either Geoff Mead or Brian Stenning at: 

4 Plough Farm Close, 

Bury Street, 

Ruislip, HA4 7GH 

Tel: 081 748 7489/0895 637846 
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WORLD AUDIO DESIGN CLASS A AMPLIFIER 

CLASS A SOLID 

STATE AMPLIFIER 

S
acrilege! As arch valve heads, with 
a host of valve amplifier designs 
already published and available in 

kit form, going solid-state could 
seemingly question our beliefs. Yet 
perhaps the rigours of valve amp design 
could be made to bring benefits to 
solid-state, hopefully yielding a better 
amplifier. What we did know was that 
all the industry standard practices we 
dislike, especially the use of cheap 
silicon chips, unsatisfactory components 
and excessive feedback to conceal 
inadequate basic design, had to be 
avoided. Given all this, perhaps we 
could get better results from solid-state 
and justify our sacrilege. On the basis 
that you don't know until you've tried, 
we decided to try. 

Another point of concern was the 
safety and practicability of the amplifier 
designs we have published in the 
Supplements. A solid-state amplifier on 
a circuit board is easier to build and 
safer to test than a valve amplifier. 
Providing all the mains connectors are 
covered, something over which we take 
care in our kits, it is just about 
impossible to receive an electric shock 
from a solid-state amplifier. Fuse 
protection is then sufficient, in a good 
design, to protect against shorts. 
Contrast this to our 300B amplifier that 
runs at 560volts on its H.T. line, causing 
us to supply a pair of electrical safety 
gloves in our kit. This solid-state design 
offers the highest sound quality, but it 
may well be less daunting to build and 
test for many people. 

Since our valve amplifiers run in 
Class A mode, which gives fine sound 
quality, it was inevitable that we should 
turn to Class A for solid-state. This 
forces the output devices to be 
mounted on a large heatsink to dissipate 
heat, but to every apparent drawback 
there's a benefit and with Class A it's 
become apparent to us there are many. 
Because a Class A amplifier is stressed 
to run flat out all the time it has to be 
designed to take it. In this respect a 
Class A shows clear advantages over 
A/B working. 

High standing output current, no less 
than I .6A in this design, keeps the solid 
state junctions at a high temperature, 
lessening the thermal cycling of A/B 
mode as music changes in intensity. We 
decided to let the heatsink run hot, but 

Hi-Fi World develops a super high quality 36W Class A 

solid-state power amplifier. Andy Groves does the 

designing, drilling and soldering. He also describes circuit 

operation and tweaks. Noel Keywood looks on in wonder 

and describes the thinking behind the project. 

not scalding hot. It was dimensioned to 
reach thermal equilibrium at around 
70degrees centigrade, the resultant size 
making a monoblock package most 
convenient. 

Monoblocks also ensure there's no 
interaction between the channels and, 
being compact, they are usually more 
convenient to site in the home than one 
large power amp. 

Because Class A draws high power 
all the time, load changes make no 
difference. It was a surprise, on the test 
bench, to switch from 8ohms to 4ohms 
load and see little change in output 
voltage and no change in distortion. This 
means that power output nearly 
doubles, going from 36watts up to 
64watts, as load halves (80 to 4) and 
distortion products are not modulated 
by this effect. Since most commercial 
loudspeakers have strongly varying 

impedance and a majority of solid-state 
amplifiers change their distortion pattern 
and output level when more current is 
demanded, this eliminates one potential 
problem. 

Not that any of this guarantees 
anything. Valve amplifiers are load 
matched devices, not ideal constant 
voltage sources like this amplifier, yet 
they still sound great. But it does show 
that solid-state can be pushed to yield 
superb measured performance in Class 
A mode, beyond that of a majority of 
Class A/B designs. It gives this design the 
potential to do well. 

Silicon chips like TL07 Is and 
NE5534s that cost 35p or so, the great 
love of so many British hi-fi 
manufacturers, measure perfectly yet 
have a sonic signature. Much of this is 
down to colouration, we believe, which 
certainly exists in components like 
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resistors and capacitors, and also exists 
we believe in solid state devices (and 
valves), which have radically different 
topologies and current densities to 
valves. To a degree this is illustrated by 
output transistor failure. The energy 
concentration at a silicon junction, when 
a short is applied, is so great that output 
transistors blow quite violently, with a 
flash, a sharp crack and flying remnants. 
A valve can't do this, the current 

density just isn't great enough and the 
internal impedance is too high. That's 
why valves are so rugged; they can 
withstand enormous short term abuse. 
But the difference illustrates why, we 
believe, transistors - including FETs - 
cannot be made to sound like valves 
and never will. They're of radically 
different material composition and 
operating behaviour. In fact, that the 
FET, which so many claim is valve- like, in 
practice sounds little different to any 
other solid state device, tends to 
support our view, I feel. 

Because of this we did not expect 
our solid-state amplifier, even in valve-
like Class A operating mode, to sound 
anything like valve amps, even though 
we did hope that the use of quality 
components might alleviate some of the 

subjective drawbacks of solid state, such 
as graininess and glare. In our first 
assumption we were largely correct: 
these amplifiers sound like very good 
solid state designs: clear, crisp and 
strongly etched. Use of components of 
appropriate quality - audio grade 
components in fact - also brought the 
benefits expected, if not to the degree 
hoped for. Paper-in-oil capacitors, we 
found, had less impact on the sound 
than expected, so Solen audio grade 
polypropylenes were used widely. If 
experimenters want to use paper- in-oils, 
which generally give a strongly damped 
sound with good inter-transient silences 
and clear, clean treble, just remember 
that they are somewhat variable in their 
leakage performance and some will pass 
a significant d.c. leakage current. In 
certain positions this can cause 
problems. 

With component quality a big issue, 
transistors included, it was inevitable 
that our choice of output device had to 
be judicious. There's little point in trying 
to build a super amp around cronky old 
transistors, as sometimes happens to 
keep costs down. 'Phoning around 
transistor manufacturers we had the 
good fortune to locate a new, high 

quality audio output transistor in 
development for two years and nearing 
release. We can supply these parts, 
which may not be widely available. 

The circuit is relatively 
straightforward for an all-discrete design. 
In spite of this, and the absence of 
silicon chips, it has sufficient input 
sensitivity (350mV) to be used without 
a preamplifier. This improves the cost 
effectiveness enormously for home 
constructors, since with just a volume 
control in front, a pre-amplifier is 
unnecessary. 

The circuit uses feedback and we 
found there was an optimum level for 
this particular circuit and its transistors. 
Regular readers will know that valves 
can be run without feedback, but with 
solid state the picture seems a little 
more complex. Distortion does not 
dominate amplifier sound quality unless 
it is severe. It can add unpleasant 
colouration, however, grittiness, 
greyness or even overt roughness 
resulting from high frequency crossover 
components possessing an extended 
hat monic structure. Fhe importance of 
this to us lies in the corollary, namely 
that distortion suppression need not - in 
fact must not - become a dominant 
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concern. It has to be kept in sensible 
proportion. A senseless proportion 
would be a zero-distortion amplifier 
(easy to achieve) full of cheap chips and 
poor components; that's very much the 
sort of unbalanced approach we 
wanted to avoid. It makes for good 
specs but it ain't hi-fi. 

Luckily, measuring amps day in, day 
out and listening to them does give us 
some experience in this matter. We 
aimed to get distortion at 10kHz and 
10V ( 12W) output down to no more 
than 0.1%, preferably second harmonic. 
In the event this was achieved quite 
easily, because the output devices are 
very linear and well matched. Operating 
parameters elsewhere in the amplifier 
proved to be of some importance in 
achieving low distortion. 

The amplifier also had to maintain 
its distortion pattern into low and high 
loads, at all output levels to avoid 
distortion modulation. The ability to 
make high speed, contiguous distortion 
measurements with our 356IA Hewlett 
Packard spectrum analyser again proved 
crucial in optimising this aspect of 
performance. Around 30dB of a.c. 
feedback is applied, a very modest 
amount by solid-state standards, 
considering that this results in just 
0.02% second harmonic distortion at 
10kHz/1 OV output into 8ohms. At 
lower frequencies, distortion decreases 
until it sinks below the noise floor to 
become unmeasurable (i.e. less than 
0.003%). 

Distortion 
0.1% 

o 
8k 10k 

Teu one 
60k 

Distortion at 10V/10kHz measures 0.02% 

second harmonic into 8 and 4 ohms 

Experienced designers will know all 
about the gremlins and funnies that can 
affect and infect solid state circuits. 
Transient oscillations, especially at clip 
(full output), switch on/off squeals, and 
curious instabilities or persistent 
oscillations lie in wait to haunt and 
taunt the inexperienced. Andy Groves, 
master of long-tailed, constant current 
sourced pairs, worked his way 
confidently through this design, carefully 
making sure it is bug free, totally 
civilised and balanced, right up with or 
ahead of commercial designs. There are 
absolutely no funnies, even under the 
most arduous conditions. It clips 

(moves into overload at full output) 
cleanly and symmetrically, for example. 
Even switch-on/off thumps are minimal: 
the muting circuit is a final flourish we 
added at the last moment; it's not 
essential. 

One of the great delights of any 
DIY amplifier is that the constructor is 
entirely free to experiment at will. 
Once this amplifier is up and running, 
numerous important operating 
parameters normally fixed by a designer 
can be adjusted at will. This puts the 
constructor in the driving seat; you 
don't get what's given, you choose what 
you want. See Tweaking. 

The amplifier is basically an all- direct 
coupled design, possessing no series 
capacitors in the signal path, other than 
an input blocker. In truth, the signal is 
developed across plenty of other 
capacitors, most of them in fact, so this 
rather simple model is a little misleading 
when it is used to suggest freedom 
from capacitor effects. All-direct 
coupled amplifiers are not free from 
capacitor effects. We felt justified in 

Clean overload (clip) performance 

including an input blocking capacitor for 
safety, to prevent possible d.c. output 
from a source causing a similar output 
offset on the loudspeaker terminals. 
Since the d.c. feedback loop rolls off 
low frequency gain, reducing it to unity 
at d.c., this capacitor can be left out if 
desired. 
I believe our sacrilege was justified. 

This amplifier offers a very high 
standard of performance in every area, 
especially in sound quality. Best of all, I 
like to think that it opens up serious 
DIY to all those who may feel a little 
doubtful or intimidated by valves. 
We're not touting this design as a solid-
state amplifier that sounds like a valve 
amplifier - a specious concept - but a 
top quality solid-state design that offers 
advanced performance from a balanced, 
sensible, yet purist approach. Definitely 
a different regime from valves, all the 
same solid-state has a lot to offer and, 
these days, there's plenty of latitude for 
a great job to be done at home. Going 
solid-state is not sacrilege, but a 
broadening of the faith. NK 

Continued on page 13 ... 

HOW THE 
CIRCUIT WORKS 

This amplifier has essentially three stages. 
The input stage is a "Long Tailed Pair" 
differential amplifier formed by TRI /TR2, 
TR3fTR4, TR5fTR6 and the FET current 
source CS I. There are two simple fihters at 
the input, Cl/RI sets LE rolloff and R2/C2 
limits the maximum slew rate of the 
incoming signal helping to prevent 
saturation of the input stage. 

TRI /TR2 is an SSM2210P dual NPN 
transistor, which has both devices etched 
onto the same piece of silicon giving 
excellent thermal and parameter matching. 
-These transistors also have a very high gain 
and low noise due to special manufacturing 
processes used in its construction. TR3 and 
TR4 are type 25C2240 low noise, high 
gain, wide bandwidth NPN transistors and 
form cascode amplifiers with TR I/TR2. 

ZD I gives a reference voltage of 5.6V, 
thereby holding the collectors of TRI fTR2 
at SV. This protects the relatively delicate 
input device from the main power supply 
vohtage and keeps the collector voltages of 
the TRI fTR2 transistor pair constant over 
an AC cycle, improving linearity and 
common-mode rejection. 

TR5fTR6 are type 2SA970, which is 
the electrical complement to type 
2SC2240. These transistors are arranged 
to form a current mirror as the load for 
the cascode amplifiers. This forces the 
current through each transistor of the pair 
to be accurately matched and, together 
with the FET current source as the tail 
load, ensure that this slightly more 
complicated long-tailed pair operates as a 
very precise difference amplifier maximizing 
the effectiveness of the global feedback 

The potentiometer R3 allows any 
residual DC errors, such as microscopic 
leakage currents through C6, to be 
trimmed out and gives a small amount of 
local feedback 

The main voftage amplifying stage is 
formed from TR7 and TR9/TRIO. TR7, 
type L I X705, is a Darlington Pair in one 
package with a wide bandwidth, high 
dissipation and high vohtage. R15 provides 
local feedback at DC and AC. TR9, type 
L I X694B and TRIO, type 2SC2240, form 
a current source load for TR7. TRIO 
senses the voltage across RI8 and keeps it 
at around 0.65V by controlling TR9's base, 
thereby keeping the current through TR9 
constant This current source is set to 
around 20mA, a larger value than would 
normally used, to minimize the effect of 
fluctuations in current drawn by the output 
stage over an AC cycle. This type of 
discrete current source allows a greater 
vohtage swing because the limit is not 
reached until TR9 saturates, about 0.5V 
from the negative rail. Compensation 
components RI I/C7 and C9 guard against 
high frequency instability and RI I/C7 add 
further protection against overloading of 
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C4 
1uF 

36W Solid State Class A Amplifier 

R4 TR5/TR6 R5 
100R 2SA970 100R 

TR3fTR4 
2SC2240 

Cl 
0.47uF R2 

10k 

R1 
47k 

R33 
looR 

TR7 
ZTX705 

R6 
2.2k 
1 W 

TR1TTR2 
SSM2210P 

C2 
220pF D1 

1N4148 

•  

r F-
CS1   
J510 
(3.6mA) 

C5 
10uF 
50V --f- TRIO 

2SC2240 

the input stage with super-fast rising edges 
from feeding back part of the signal from 
the voltage amplifier stage. 

The output stage is a push-pull unity 
gain follower with two Sziklai pairs 
(compound emitter followers), one formed 
by TR I I /TR I 3nR I 4 the other by 
TR I 2JTR I 5/TR I 6. TRI 1 is type BD230 and 
TRI 2 type BD231, complementary 
transistors of wide bandwidth and high gain. 
TRI3fTR I 4 are type SM0718, TR I 5/TR I 6 
are type SM740 I, again complementary 
transistors but these are a brand new audio 
transistor, specially made for us and 
superior to anything normally available. The 
Sziklai pair configuration is extremely linear 
and has good thermal stability because 
there is only one base-emitter junction in 
the signal path. 

TRI I and TR I 2 are run at 20mA with 
lower than usual collector resistors, again to 
keep the current through them more 
constant than would usually be the case. 
R20/R21/R23/R24 are emitter resistors for 
the output transistors to avoid current 
hogging in the output stage. C 1 3/C ¡ 4 
decouple the output circuit on the circuit 
board, bypassing the inductance of the 
power supply leads. 

TR8 is configured as a Vbe muftiplier 
which provides the bias for the output stage 
and is mounted on the same heatsink as 
TRI I and TRI 2 to ensure thermal stability. 
Global feedback is taken from the junction 

C9 
150pF 

Ai\ 

11D6)10 

BD230 

do 
1uF 

TR8 
ZTX694B 

R25 
0.05R 
2.5W 

BD231 

T119 
ZTX694B 

R18 D3 

33R 11DC)10 

D5 
1N4001 

019 
100uF 
16V 

R20 
0.1R 
2.5W 

R19 
33R 

R26 
0.05R 
2.5W 

R22 
33R 

R23 
0.1R 
2.5W 

OUT IN 

R21 
0.1R 
2.5W 

TR13/TR14 
SM0718 

TR15/TR16 
SM7401 

R24 
0.1R 
2.5W 

C15 
15000uF 
40V 

R27 C17 
15R 0.1uF 
2W 

R28 1OR 2W 

F1 5A 
L1 20T 

D4 
1N4001 

C14 
1000uF 
35V 

(-.18 
15000uF 
40V 

R31 
33k 

R29 
56k 

• 

R32 
10k 

Ve 

IC2 
LM311 

GND 

of the bias current sensing resistors R25 and 
R26 and fed via RI 0/R7/C6 to the base of 
TR2. 

C6 provides 100% feedback at DC to 
minimize any output drift and DI protects 
C6 from high reverse voltages. R27/C17 
form a Zobel network at the output and 
together with R28/L I give extra protection 
into highly reactive loads. D2/D3 and 
CI I /C I 2/C3/C4 decouple the low current 
stages from the main power supply. This is 
done so that if, under difficult load 
conditions, the main power rails droop, the 
voltage amplifying stage rails remain at their 
full voltage because the reservoir capacitors 
C 1 I and Cl2 cannot discharge back 
through the diodes. D2 and D3 are Shottky 
types as the forward voitage drop is only 

Ve 

R30 
1k 

LED1 
GREEN 

7812CT 

TR1 
22V-0-22V 
160V.A. 

IC1 

T 1C18 
10uF 
6V 

COM 

Switch on delay 
and status indicator 
circuit. 

about 300m V. 
To eliminate thumps at switch-on there 

is a simple delay circuit with a high current 
relay in series with the speaker. The LM31 I 
is a comparator IC (similar to an op-amp), 
R29 and R33 form a potential divider, 
drawing a very small current through the 
relay coil at the comparators output. C19 
charges via R32 and after about 3 seconds 
the voltage on CI9 just exceeds the vohtage 
formed by the potential divider. When this 
happens the comparator output goes low, 
switching the relay on and at the same time 
removing the voltage from the potential 
divider ensuring a clean transition from off 
to on state. LED I indicates the amplifier is 
ready. D5 discharges C I 9 when the 
amplifier is switched off. AG 
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depre Chelmer Valve Company 
for 

Audio Valves  

Audio valves with famous Brand Names of yesteryear such as MULLARD, MOV, GEC, RCA etc., are in very 
limited supply and their scarcity also makes them very expensive. W e at Chelmer Valve Company however provide high quality alternatives to these old makes. We have over 
30 years experience in the supply of electronic valves of all types and during this time have establshed close 

ties with factories and sources worldwide. For high fidelity use we further process valves from these sources using our specially developed facilities. After 
rigorous testing - including noise, hum, microphony, post burn-in selection and matching as needed - we offer 

this product as CVC PREMIUM valves. 
A selection of the more popular types is listed here. 

Price list & Order Form for CVC PREMIUM Audio Valves 

UNIT PRICE QTY. TOTAL PRICE UNIT PRICE QTY. TOTAL PRICE 

PRE-AMP VALVES 

ECC81/12AST7 5.00 

CARRIED FORWARD.... 

RECTIFIERS 
GZ33 4.50 ECC82/12AU7 4.00 

ECC83/12AX7 5.00 GZ34/5AR4 4.50 

ECC85 4.00 5U4G 5.00 
ECC88 5.00 5Y3GT 3.20 

EF86 4.00 5Z4GT 3.50 

E81CC (GOLD PIN) 6.00 

SOCKETS 

B9A (PCB) 1.60 

E82CC (GOLD PIN) 6.00 

E83CC (GOLD PIN) 6.00 

E88CC (GOLD PIN) 7.00 B9A (CHASSIS) 1.60 

E8OF 9.00 OCTAL (CHASSIS) 1.75 

E83F 5.50 4 PIN (UX4) 3.00 

6SL7GT 4.00 4 PIN (FOR 211 & 845) 11.00 

6SN7GT 4.20 

MATCHING CHARGES *   

POST & PACKING 

TOTAL EXC. VAT 

VAT @ 171/2% (ECC) 

TOTAL TO PAY 

3.00 (UK) 

£ 

6922 5.00 

POWER VALVES 

2A3 (4PIN) 14.00 

2A3 (OCTAL) 14.00 

211 22.00 

300B 50.50 

811A 9.50 

845 29.90 

EL34/6CA7 7.50 

*MATCHING, if required; state valve types & if PAIRS, 

QUADS or OCTEIS - Allow £1.00 per valve for this service. 

EL84/6BQ5 4.00 

E84L/7189A 5.10 

KT66 9.20 

Make CHEQUES payable to: 

'CHELMER VALVE COMPANY or pay by 

ACCESS/MASTERCARD/VISA, give details: 

KT88 12.50 

KT88 (GOLDQ) 18.50 

6L6GC 6.50 

6L6WGC/5881 8.00 

6V6GT 5.00 

6146B 10.20 Signature Expiry  

Name  . 

Address  

  Post Code  

6336A 30.00 

6550A 11.00 

6550-A 13.50 

7581A 11.00 

TOTAL CARRIED FORWARD 

Valves amplifiers sound better still with CVC PREMIUM valves!  

130 New London Road. Chelmsford. Essex CM2 ORG, England. Telephone: (0245) 355296/265865 Fax: (0245) 490064 



• To make the most of 

Get onnected with 
th widest selection 

of audio • hile grade parts. 
Sen £2.85" along with 
y r mailing address 

and ou will receive our 
994 parts catalogue 

- and a $ 10 d. count • coupon good 
on you first order over $ 100. 

f 4 

THE PARTS 
CONNECTION 

-or $.5 00 US. or credit card information 

- catalogue pricing and discounts 

are e US Dollars 

A OF/1MM OF SONIC FRONTIER! INC 
ID IC Ma 

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4 
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile (905) 829-5388 

MIT MultiCap • Wonder Cap • Kimber Kap • Solo • Solen • Siemens • Hovland MusiCap 
Wima • Holt» • Rel-Cap • Draloric • Vishay • Caddock • Mills • Matsushita • TKD • Noble 

Cardas • Kimber Kable • Discovery • Audioquest • MIT • ClearAudio • Alps • Boums • Elma 
Shallco Attenuators • Electroswitch • Etna • Nichicon • Gold Aero • RAM • Mallory 
Ruby Tubes • Linear Technology • Analog Devices/PMI • Motorola • Edison Price 

International Rectifier • MagneQuest • Sonic Frontiers 
Pearl • Tube Sockets • WBT • Neutrik • Curcio Audio Engineering • Kits 

BADGER BOARDS 
Printed Circuit Boards 

Prototype-Singles-Multiple runs. 
Minimum charge £ 15.00. 

Artwork, Plotting from Schematic to 
final board layout. 

Send S.A.E. now for Catalogue of Kits-Boards-

Projects available. Many magazine boards 
produced for individual customers. 

Dept. HFW 87, Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, 
Sutton Coldfield, B74 4JF 

Tel: 021 353 9326 

SOVVTER 
TRANSFORMERS 

Sowter Transformers have been used by the Professional Audio 
Market throughout the world for at least the last twenty - five 

years. 

Using modem technology and Computer Aided Design we are 
now able to offer a complete design and manufacture service. 

Our current lists show a range of over 50 output, 70 power 
transformers and nearly 30 chokes. 

E. A. SOWTER LTD 
P.O. BOX 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL 

Tel: 0473 252794. Fax: 0473 236188 SEND S. A. E. FOR DETAILS 

Wilmslow \, 
Audio -$4 

A
s any discerning sound engineer will tell you, the ATC 
SCM50 and 100 are the 

ultimate in accurate low distortion 
professional monitoring But what 
they may not know is that self 
assembly versions based on these 
classic monitors are now available 
from the UK's leading speaker kit 
supplier, Wilmslow Audio, at a 
fraction of the ready built price. Alt 
and Wilmslow Audio have worked 
very closely on the cabinet and 
crossover design to ensure that the 
completed kit lives up to the very 
high standards associated with the 
ATC name. As with all Wilmslow 
products, the ATCK50 and K100 kits 
come complete with precision 
machined cabinet panels, 
crossovers, and all necessary 
hardware, including 

factory matched ATC drivers. Cabinet parts are machined from 
high grade MDF for easy assembly and consistent acoustic performance. 

ATC's MK I Tri-Amp Pack systems are available as an option if required. 

The Result . . . • Stunning accuracy and clarity 
• Clean well damped bass 
• Smooth detailed treble 
• Totally transparent mid range 
.• No overdraft!!! 

If you aspire to the unrivalled quality of ATC monitoring, but are 
working to a tight budget, contact Stephen Leigh who will be pleased to 
tell you exactly how economical these kits are. ATCK5Os and 100s are on 

demonstration by appointment. 

Wilmslow Audio Limited, Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate, Knutsford, 
Cheshire, WA16 8DX, England. Tel: 105651 650605 Fax:10569 650080 

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd 
You don't have to spend a fortune on 
High Quality Valves. Our valves are 
manufactured to a very high standard 
and compare favourably to brand names 
costing much more. 

Good valves at economical prices 
ECC81 4.50 GZ34 7.5 
ECC82 4.50 6L6G 6.50 
ECC83 4.50 6V6GT 4.50 
EF 86 4.50 
ELM 8.50 
EL 84 4.50 
P&P £3.50 ¿VAT up to 6 valves 

Supersound Axial Polypropylene 
Capacitors 
Extremely low distortion 
* Detailed acoustic properties 
* High purity tinned copper leads 
* Tight wound thick dielectric for 
resonance elimination. 
* Low dissipation factor 
* All units proof voltage tested at 
150% rated voltage for 15 mina 

Toi + 5% 250v 400v 
100rIF 0.85 1.00 
220nF 0.85 1.00 
470nF 0.85 1.00 
luF 1.00 1.25 
2u2 1.35 1.50 
3u3 1.50 1.75 
4u7 1.75 2.00 
6u8 2.25 2.50 
10u 3.00 3.50 
15u 4.00 4.50 
22u 6.25 6.95 
25u 6.25 6.95 
50u 10.00 11.00 
75u 15.00 17.00 
100u 19.00 21.00 
125u 20.00 22.00 
P&P £2.50 +VAT 

Elna Cerafine Ultra High Duality 
Reservoir Capacitors. 
The electro-chemical action of superfine 
particles of ceramic material between the 
separating sheets ensures extremely 
even/discharge cycles to produce an 
excellent reservoir, that allows purity of 
sound, exceptionally low distortion (3rd 
HD-150db at 10kHz) and superb low 
frequency response. 

10,000uF 80V Ripple 7.1A £19.00 
22,000uF 56V Ripple 10.8A £22.00 
P&P 1.00 + VAT per capacitor 

Bravox Loudspeaker Chassis  
Excellent quality though economic  
price.  

Woofers 8 ohms Foam edge 
5" 50W Res freq: 70Hz 12.00 
6 1/2" 70W Res freq: 50Hz £13.25 
8" 70W Res freq: 45Hz 16.25 
10" 100W Res freq: 28Hz 24.00 

Full range 8 ohms Paper edge 
12" 200W Res freq: 72Flz 46.00 

Tweeter 8 ohms polycarb dome 
100W 1.2ICHz - 20KHz 7.50 

Please phone for post & packing 
options. 
Please add VAT to the above price. 

We stock a vast range of power 
transistors, diodes & ICs, cable, 
connectors, capacitors etc. Please 
phone for your requirements. 1995 
Catalogue due Oct 94 price £2.50. 

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd 
40 Cricklewood Broadway 

London NW2 3ET 
Tel: 081 452 0161, 081 450 0995 

Fax: 081 208 1441 
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RETAIL PRICE LIST 
Golden Dragon Pre-Amplifier Tubes 
6AQ8/ECC85 
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 
12AX7NE88CC/ECC83 
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 
6SN7GT/ECC33 

Golden Dragon 
Golden Dragon Triodes 

Singles Singles Pairs Quads 
£6.50 2A3 4PIN £22.50 £50.00 £100.00 
£6.95 2A3 OCTAL £22.50 £50.00 £100.00 
£6.95 211 £28.50 £60.00 £120.00 
£6.95 811A £11.50 £25.00 £50.00 

£10.95 845 £36.50 £75.00 £150.00 
£8.95 805 £36.50 £75.00 £150.00 

Special Duality Golden Dragon Pre-AmplifierTubes 
Singles 

E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £10.50 
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £10.50 
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £9.50 
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £14.50 

Golden Dragon 300B Range 
Singles Pairs Quads 

300B Super £79.00 £160.00 £320.00 
4.300B £84.00 £170.00 £340.00 
4.300B Super £124.00 £250.00 £500.00 

Please enquire of any tube types not 
listed. We have an inventory of over 

2,500 different types in stock. 

Golden Dragon Power Tubes 
Pairs Quads 

EL34/6CA7 £25.00 £50.00 
EL34L(.EL34I £29.95 £60.00 
EL84 £8.95 
E84L £12.50 
6L6WGB/5881 £25.00 
KT66 £25.00 
KT88 ¡New Dew) £57.95 
KT88 Super,....467.95 
6L6GC £19.95 
6550A £42.95 
6550A Special (G.,,dp.) 

£64.95 
£84.95 

807 £25.00 
50CA10 

£19.00 
£25.00 
£50.00 
£52.00 
£116.00 
£136.00 
£40.00 
£86.00 

£130.00 
£170.00 
£50.00 

Octets 
£100.00 
£120.00 
£38.00 
£50.00 

£100.00 
£104.00 
£232.00 
£272.00 
£80.00 

£172.00 

£260.00 
£340.00 
£100.00 

Ceramic Sockets and Hardware 
Standard Gold Plated 

Locking 4 Pin 
(300B etc.) £6.95 
4 Pin UX4 (300B etc.) £2.5 
Jumbo (211 etc.) £14.50 
Octal Chassis 
(EL34 etc.) £1.25 
Octal PCB (EL34 etc.) £1.25 
B9A Chassis ( pre amp) 
B9A PCB (pre amp) £0.95 
Screening Can & Skirt (pre amp) 
Damping Can ( pre amp) 
Power Valve Retainer (EL34 etc.) 

ECC81 
ECH81 
ECC82 
ECL82 
ECC83 
ECC85 
ECL86 
ECC88 
ECC88 
ECC88 
EF86 
EF804S 
EL32 
EL34 
EL85 
EL86 
EL504 
EL509 
EL519 
EM84 
GZ32 
GZ33 
GZ37 
GZ34 
KT66 
KT88 

£15.00 
£3.50 

£25.00 

£3.50 
£3.50 
£2.50 
£2.50 
£8.50 
£21.50 
£5.50 

Golden Dragon 

' Golden Dragon Tubes are the culmination 
of a continual development programme by 
a dedicated team of design and 
development Engineers using the best 
European expertise in collaboration with the 
most progressive valve production facilities 
in China." 

Carriage charge £2.50 on any U.K order. Cash 
with order or Visa - Mastercard accepted. 24 
Hour Answerphone Service. 

We have a vast range of tubes available from 
manufacturers all over the world including rare 
and vintage types. A 70 page booklet of valves 
available is updated monthly and can be 
provided at a cost of £2.50 per copy including 
U.K postage or you may telephone our Sales 
Desk for a prompt quotation. Prices exclude 
VAT. Please add VAT at 17.5%. 

A selection from our stock of over 2,500 different audio quality 
valves. Please enquire for items not listed 

BRIMAR 
MULLARD 
GE 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
BRIMAR 
GE 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TELEFUNKEN 
MULLARD 
TEONEX 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 

4.50 
3.50 
4.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
4.50 
5.50 
4.50 
4.50 

25.00 
4.50 
6.50 
4.50 
4.50 
3.50 
5.50 
5,50 
3.50 
8.50 
5.50 
4.50 
5.50 
6.00 

£12.50 

LS9B 
M8136 
M8162 
M8137 
MHLD6 
0A2WA 
PCC88 
PL36 
PL504 
PL519 
PY32 
11100 
U19 
UCC85 
UU5 
UU6 
2X2A 
3A/167M 
5Y3WGTA 
5V4G 
6AG7 
6A7G 
6BH6 
6C8G 
6D06B 
6K7G 

COSSOR 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MAZDA 
TEONEX 
SIEMENS 
MAZDA 
MAZDA 
THORN 
MULLARD 
GEC 
GEC 
MULLARD 
MAZDA 
MAZDA 
RCA 
ITT 
SYLVANIA 
BRIMAR 
RCA 
RCA 
BRIMAR 
RCA 
PHILIPS 
RCA 

9.00 
8.50 
8.50 

24.00 
5.50 
4.50 
3.50 
3.50 
2.50 
5.95 
2.50 

65.00 
8.50 
3.50 
5.50 
6.50 
5.00 

15.00 
4.50 
3.50 
3.50 
8.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 

6SN7GTY 
6SN7GT 
6SQ7GT 
6V6G 
6V6GT 
6X4 
6550A 
12AT6 
12AV6 
12BA6 
12J5GT 
12E1 
13E1 
13D3 
85A2 
1625 
5687 WA 
5687 
5814A 
5881 
6072A 
6146B 
6158 
6189 
6189W 
6201 
6463 
6870 

BRIMAR 
TEONEX 
TONEX 
RCA 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
BRIMAR 
RCA 
WESTINGHOUSE 
RCA 
SIC 
SIC 
BRIMAR 
MULLARD 
RCA 
RCA 
USA 
GE 
USSR 
RAYTHEAON 
TEONEX 
BRIMAR 
SYLVANIA 
SYLVANIA 
GE 
UNITED 
BRIMAR 

8.95 
5.50 
4.50 
6.50 
4.50 
4.50 

12.50 
2.50 
2.50 
3.50 
3.95 

15.00 
140.00 

6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
5.50 
4.95 
8.95 
8.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
7.50 

11.50 

EXPORT WELCOME 
CARRIAGE AT COST 

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 8HD, England 
Sales Desk Tel: 0474 560521. Fax: 0474 333762 



WORLD AUDIO DESIGN CLASS A AMPLIFIER 

... Continued from page 8 

SOUND 
QUALITY 
- by Eric Braithwaite 

If Class A is synonymous with classiness, 
then these monoblocks exude a fair 
amount of it. They produced a very 
tight, clean sound, a wee bit in the DPA 
style with good frontal attack and 
extended treble, though mercifully 
without without exaggerated projection. 
The general tautness kept everything 
very rhythmical and on-the-ball, with 
instruments pleasantly large and true to 
scale and of convincing tonal colour. 
Female vocals and strings in the upper 
part of the scale could be on the bright 
side, but without any associated nasties 
of sibilance and anaemia. This is not the 
rich, warm kind of Class A sound, 
although woodwinds did have a good 
woody quality representative of the 
marque. E.B. 

TWEAKING 
HIGH FREQUENCY LIMIT 
The H.F. feedback compensation 
capacitor C9 sets the H.F. bandwidth to 
about 75 kHz (- 1dB) which is high, but 
increasing C9 will cause problems under 
transient conditions. An effect known as 

Slew Induced Distortion may manifest 
itself if C9 is made too large, due to the 
differing speeds at which the various 
stages of the circuit can react to an 
input signal with a very fast rising edge. 
This is because C9 introduces what is 
known as a dominant pole in the 
amplifier's open loop frequency 
response, giving a well defined high 
frequency rolloff which gives good 
stability but slows down the second 
(voltage amp) stage of the amplifier. As 
a result there will be a delay before the 
signal can pass through the amplifier and 
therefore before the feedback signal can 
return to the input stage. This means 
that for a short time the input stage will 
be running open loop and will clip 
severely as it tries to charge C9. The 
amplifier will remain hung up until C9 is 
charged (about IpS) after which it 
returns to normal, but during this time 
any musical information will be lost. 

If we make C9 smaller to lessen this 

effect then stability suffers so we must 
take other precautions. One of these is 
the network RI I /C7, which speeds up 
the feedback to the input stage and 
keeps it operating linearly, more or less 
eliminating the problem, but there is an 

extra element of protection in the form 
of a simple R/C filter at the input of the 
amplifier R2/C2,. This serves the dual 
purpose of limiting the maximum slew 
rate of the input signal and setting the 
upper bandwidth limit. With the values 
shown the bandwidth is about 35kHz (-
I dB). Making C2 smaller will extend this 
further up, but is not recommended, 
especially with CD. Making C2 larger, 
say 330pF will reduce the bandwidth to 
about 24kHz (- 1dB). You should hear 
the amplifier sound warmer as C2 is 
increased, which may well compensate 

for bright speakers. 

LOW FREQUENCY LIMIT 
The low frequency closed-loop 
bandwidth limit is set by the d.c. 
feedback capacitor C6. Its impedance is 
infinite at d.c. so the d.c. feedback is 
100%, giving the amplifier a gain of I. 
Full d.c. feedback is applied to minimize 
d.c. output drift caused by any input d.c. 
offset voltage. With C6 set at 220uF, in 
combination with R7 gain rolls off at 

I.5Hz (- 1dB). 
Decreasing the value of C6 will limit 

audio gain at low frequencies, but the 
capacitor will start to develop an A.C. 
voltage across it in the audio band and 

because electrolytic capacitors have an 
asymmetric characteristic non-linearities 
will be introduced into the feedback 
loop. Also, the protection diode D I will 
start to introduce distortion. 

Conversely, if C6 is increased then 
this distortion will be reduced, but the 
extra bandwidth will start to cause 
problems by amplifying very low 
frequency noise from the preamp etc. 
and the leakage current through it may 
upset the balance of the input stage. 
Also the amplifier will take longer to 
settle down after large amplitude LF 
signals. 

To overcome the over-extended 
bandwidth problem there is a high 
quality capacitor at the input. This not 
only protects the amplifier and speaker 
from a D.C. fault in the preamp, but 
also allows the amp's bass rolloff to be 
controlled. C 1 is set at 0.47uF which 
gives a - 1dB point at around I 4Hz. A 
smaller value will cut low frequencies 
further, speeding the bass and reducing 
cone flap with L.P. Making Cl larger to 
luF will extend the bass to - I dB at 
about 6.5Hz allowing subsonics from 
CD through. In a nutshell then, you can 
tune the low end of this amplifier to suit 
your listening tastes and your system, 
but do bear in mind how such tuning 
affects the basic workings of the 
amplifier. Beware of extremes in 
particular. 

D.C. OFFSET 
D.C. offset must be trimmed by R3, the 
10011 potentiometer in the emitter 
circuits of TR I /TR2. Large D.C. offset 
voltages on the output of an amplifier 

will cause the loudspeaker bass unit to 
displace from its centre position. All 
amplifiers with direct coupling to the 
loudspeaker will develop a d.c. output 
offset, especially when they are all-
direct coupled like this one. Basically, 
any input offset, voltage is multiplied up 
by the d.c. gain of the amplifier to 
appear as an output offset. 

In an ideal amplifier there would be 
no input offset, but in practice minute 
imbalances in the characteristics of the 
front end devices always exist. Even 
though we chose a high quality dual-
transistor to minimise d.c. offset, minute 
imbalances exist and to a greater 
degree there are imbalances in the 
currents flowing into the bases of 
TRI/TR2 due to leakage currents in C6. 
Trimming R3 allows output offset to be 
reduced to a millivolt or less. Most 
amplifiers give an offset of 3mV to 
10mV and some up to I 00mV, which is 
unnecessarily high. You will have to beg, 
steal or borrow a d.c. millivoltmeter and 
hook it up to the output terminals to 

adjust R3. 

QUIESCENT CURRENT 
The amplifier is designed to run fully 
into Class A with an output stage 
quiescent current of I . 6A. This gives 

36W class A into 8S2 with both 
transistors still conducting over the full 
signal cycle. The bias generator is TR8 in 
a configuration commonly called a Vbe 
multiplier. Potentiometer RI3 (soon) 
controls the voltage developed across 
TR8 while TRI 1 and TR I 2 sense the 
voltage across R25 and R26. An 
increase in voltage across TR8 means 
there is an increase in voltage across 
R25/R26, therefore a greater current 
will flow. 

An increase in bias current will 
proportionately increase the dissipation 
of the output stage, at 1 .6A it is 90W 
whilst at 2.0A it will be over 110W. The 
heatsink will start to get very hot at this 

sort of bias current. The output 
transistors will be safe, with a junction 
temperature of around 100Deg C 
(160Deg C max.) but the heatsink will 
be very painful to touch at around the 
90Deg C mark, a point to bear in mind 
with animals or children in the house. 
The gain of the output transistors will 
also start to fall because of the very high 
current density. Generally then, beware 
of increasing bias current any further. 
We found that reducing the bias 

current below I .25A had a detrimental 
effect on sound quality, making the 
sound less full and warm. I took the 
quiescent current to over 2A on the 
prototypes to see if there was any 
advantage, but sonically there was very 
little improvement after I .75A which is 
the maximum I would recommend due 
to excessive heatsink temperatures and 
gain droop in the output transistors. 
AG 
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES, TUBES AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS AND [C S. 

PHONE 1 MAYO ROAD • CROYDON • SURREY CRO 2QP FAX 
081 684 1166 24 HOURS EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS 081 684 3056 

A selection of our stocks of New Original Mullard - Brimar audio types made in UK. 

STANDARD TYPES 

ECC88 MULLARD 

ECH81 MULLARD 

ECL86 MULLARD 

EF86 MULLARD 

EL84 MULLARD 

GZ32 MULLARD 

GZ34 MULLARD 

6SL7GT BRIMAR 

6SN7GT BRIMAR 

6V6GT BRIMAR 

6.00 

3.00 

3.50 

7.50 

6.00 

8.50 

12.50 

4.50 

4.50 

4.25 

SPECIAL QUALITY TYPES 

E88CC - GOLD PIN MULLARD 

ECC81 - M8162 / CV4024 MULLARD 

ECC81 - 6201 / GOLD PIN MULLARD 

ECC82 - M8136 / CV4003 MULLARD 

ECC83 - M8137 / CV4004 BRIMAR 

EF86 - M8195 / CV4085 G.E.0  

6146B.G.E 

6550A.G.E 

7581A.G.E 

AMERICAN TYPES GE. 
15.00 6L6GC G.E 

17.50 12AX7A G.E 

12BH7A G.E 
12'00 12By7A G.E 

OPEN TO CALLERS MON.-FRI. 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY 
QUOTATIONS FOR ANY TYPES NOT LISTED 
OVER 6000 TYPES AVAILABLE FROM STOCK 

OBSOLETE ITEMS A SPECIALITY 
TERMS C W 0/VISA/ACCESS ETC 

P&P 1-3 VALVES £ 1.00, 4-6 VALVES £2.00 ADD 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC P+P 

8.50 

6.00 

8.50 

6.50 

6.50 

10.00 

12.50 

7.00 

6.50 

7.00 

Access 

AIL 

SPEAKER KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS 
Over a 5 year period I.P.L. Acoustics have developed a range of high quality speaker kits, using the best units from SEAS, MOREL AUDAX, 

VISATON and I.P.L. and have produced a comprehensive range of speakers which will compete with the most expensive of commercial designs. 
All speakers have BI WIRED crossover kits containing high quality components and terminals. 

ASÓ PANEL KIT FOUR 
TRANSMISSION 

LINE KITS 

PLUS KIT £262.77 

PANEL KIT £302.77 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

PLUS KIT PLUS KltS £1 67.00 

£1 67.00 - £280.00 TOTAL KIT £226.00 

M3TL A2 RIBBON KIT M2 
MINI-MONITOR 

ii 
PLUS KIT £222.00 PLUS KIT I 66.00 

TOTAL K1T....£29 1.00 

PRE-VENEERED CABINET NOW AVAILABLE. Carnage charge extra on all kas 

If you would like further details please send £ 1.50 for 36 PAGE SPEAKER BUILDING CATALOGUE, comprising VALUABLE 

ADVICE on DESIGNING, BUILDING and TESTING speakers and full technical specifications including response curves of eight kits, 
drive units, and details of SPECIALIST CABLES and ACCESSORIES 

I.P.L. Acoustics, 2 Layerton Road, Westbury, Wiltshire, BA13 3RS. Tel: 0373 823333 



4 L.] 111 ,7A 1111.1 4:111 [el  

Parts List 
Resistors: 

RI 47k 

R2 10k 

R3 100R 

R4 100R 

R5 100R 

R6 2.2k 

R7 I k 

R8 10k 

R9 15k 

RIO 47k 

RI I 6.8k 

RI 2 2.2k 

RI3 500R 

RI4 I.5k 

RI5 I OR 

RI 6 100R 

RI7 100R 

RI 8 33R 

RI9 33R 

R20 0.IR 

R2I 0.IR 

R22 33R 

I /4W 

1/4W 

Trimmer 

I/4W 1% 

1/4W 1% 

IW 

I/4W I% 

1/4W 

1/4W 

I/4W I% 

1/4W 

I/4W 

Trimmer 

I/4W 

1/4W 

I/4W 

1/4W 

1/4W 

I/4W 

2.5W 

2.5W 

1/4W 

R23 

R24 

R25 

R26 

R27 

R28 

R29 

R30 

R3 I 

R32 

R33 

0.IR 

0.IR 

0.05R 

0.05R 

15R 

IOR 

5.6k 

lk 

33k 

10k 

lOOR 

2.5W 

2.5W 

2.5W 

2.5W 

2W 

2W 

1/4W 

1/4W 

I/4W 

1/4W 

2W 

Capacitors: 

CI 0.47uF Polypropylene 

C2 220pF Polystyrene 

C3 I uF Polypropylene 

C4 luF Polypropylene 

C5 10uF 50V 

C6 220uF 10V 

C7 33pF Polystyrene 

C8 I 000uF 10V 

C9 150pF Polystyrene 

C 1 0 luF Polypropylene 

CI I 1000uF 35V 

CI 2 1000uF 35V 

C13 

CI4 

CI5 

CI 6 

CI 7 

CI8 

CI9 

C20 

1000uF 

I 000uF 

15000uF 

I 5000u F 

0.1uF 

10uF 

I 00uF 

0.1uF 

Diodes: 

DI 

D2 

D3 

D4 

D.5 

BRI 

ZD I 

LED I 

CS I 

1N4148 

I I DQ I 0 Schottky 

1 I DQ I 0 Schottky 

I N4001 

I N4001 

35A Bridge 

5.6V 400mW 

GREEN 

1510 3.6mA FET 

current source 

diode. 

Transistors: 

TRITTR2 SSM22 I OP Dual 

TR3 25C2240 

35V TR4 

35V TR5 

40V TR6 

40V TR7 

100V TR8 

I6V TR9 

I 6V TRIO 

100V TRI I 

TRI2 

TRI3 

TRI4 

TRIS 

TRI 6 

2SC2240 

2SA970 

2SA970 

I X705 

LTX694B 

LIX694B 

2SC2240 

BD230 

BD231 

SMO7 I 8 

SM0718 

SM740 I 

SM740 I 

I.C.S: 

ICI 78 I 2CT I 2V Reg 

IC2 LM31 I Comparator 

Other: 

Relayl 6A relay I 2V coil 

LI 20 tums 0.75mm wire wound 

on R28. 

TRI 22V-0-22V 160VA 

toroidal transformer. 

Fl 5A Quick Blow fuse. 

OBTAINING 
PARTS 

We are offering a pack of crucial parts 
and a full kit. 

PARTS PACK 

This offers only those specialised parts 

not widely obtainable: eight output 

transistors (4/monoblock) and two 
circuit boards, cost £ 129.40 inc P&P & 

VAT. Individual output transistors can 

also be obtained from us at £9.80 each, 

the 2SC2240 and the 2SA970 at 80p-

each. We regret that we cannot offer 

advice or help at this level and only 

those with a good electronics 
knowledge and test equipment should 
attempt to build the circuit. A power 

output of 36W is achieved using a 22V-

0-22V toroidal transformer, our specs 

are with a 160VA rating, but 120VA 

would do, giving lower 4ohm power. 

THE KIT 

The kit comes with all parts needed to 
build two professionally finished 

monoblock power amplifiers with 
chromium plated chassis and top 

covers. The circuit board can be 

accessed from top and bottom whilst in 
the chassis, for easy experimentation. 

Our custom designed toroidal mains 
transformer gives in excess of 40W 

output and superb regulation. Full 
instructions make construction relatively 

easy, but all the same we recommend 

you have some knowledge of 

electronics. Alternatively, get a local 
expert to build it or we can provide a 

build service. 

Price £580 - see p83 for ordering 

details. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The amplifier delivers 36watts into 8ohms 
and 64watts into 4ohms ( 22V- 0-22V, 

160VA mains transformer). Due to the use 

of a quiet input device, the noise level is 
low and hum is negligible. Frequency 

..response limits quoted above are the 

.maximum possible. They should be 
. ' trimmed down to around 5Hz-40kHz (-

1dB) tri begin with, using the techniques 

described in Tweaking. Those using CD 

should consider a 5Hz-25kHz response 
within - 1dB limits; those with LP may like 

to curtail the low frequency response to 

20Hz to avoid amplifying warps, but 

possibly take the high frequency response 

to 40kHz or so. 
Distortion levels are very low and 

comprise second harmonic only, except at 

full output at 10kHz when low-level higher 

order components appear. However, 

second harmonic still predominates, 
measuring just 0.04%. Midband distortion 

measures 0.003% or so. 

Sensitivity was set to allow the amplifier 
to give full output with modern sources, 

the lowest output from tuners and cassette 
decks coming from budget models that 

deliver around 350mV, equal to the 

sensitivity of this amplifier. NK 

Power (812) 

Frequency response' 

Noise 
Sensitivity 

d.c. offset 

36watts 

1 Hz-50kHz max 

104dB 

350mV 
3mV max. 

Distortion (%) 

1 kHz 

1 OkHz 

Distortion 
01% 

o 
60k 8k lok 

1W 

0.003 

0.008 

FULL 

0.005 

0.04 

At I W, I OkHz distomon measures 

0 008% second harmonic 

1-,tione 
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Audio flote 
TOPCAPS 

Topeap For 807 pentode err . ,'5 Yo may want to start 

your project with less overall'orO lor Kos purpose we can 

offer the followng -inclustnal grade *ram* valve bases 
Type Mounting Price Ex UK Val 

8-pm for E134. 6550, 

K766, 6L6G Clussrs mth bradet 1 45 
9-pin or ECC83. ECC88 

5687 635P 185 

Mlle NOTE ANN COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELMT. 

We have decided to otter a range of the ultra hrgh Quality components used 
or mosl cl Ile AUDIO NOTE amplifiers to the discerning do-ot-yoursetr 
vane welter enMussast These components Include specolly made vane 
bases paper in oil myna copulas. copper 8 silver loll signa capacitors. 
Bek Gate graphite electrolyte capacitors acKlicorrosne-tree silver 
solder toro outpd Iranslormers, valves and many one useful bits and 
peces for uparaan; old or construcfing d new valve amplthers 

All press are **Mahn Vat whe a you hve moule the EEC. UK Val 1011 
be added to your purchase alter the adchhon of postage lfb0 packing ants 

We accept VISA. Mastercard. Acme. Chners. and NIIP.M, to pay Mrs way. 
we vall need your address, card re eh bart and eery dales, you can 
also pay by bankers de Euro cheque or cheques drawn on a UK bank 
aocount Please note Mal them Is a name charge on den card 
transactions d 20 00 

Delivery H nornelly atout 7 days hom receipt ol dewed tends, te please 
allow up to 60 days to, sane ems. 8,119006 at me he or caw 

n any ol you reed Ms ham nonsense ot any books Mid, contain 
lawmen relevant lo the sued of Audio Design artl etch would be 
usel to share with ohms, please let us know Ma by tax or telephone, 
there Is an ward ot I 20 00 (payable re valves or other bits posdrae) to 
anybody who sends us a book *loch contens lee* elonneon ataut 
valve amide design 11080ey 

Cruel valesbaals Base Techreal Information 

I you would Ike sare supper. etch to base a lunge poet around 
then we shall be happy to pan* yea wall a on:01 pack contemn greed 
circuits fike oteell KEGONA(ASSAI 14E110 GMU-ON pie smeral 
cdler poem angler arcolo and the M7Tube pre-meliter *1r00 008 
bes1 pre-wellies mewl we have come across Mel send a starred sat 
addressed Moray envelope togeMer we 5 00 pounds In small 
denorrnnahon. a a you hve culsrde the UK a 059 15 03 re 9 ledls will do 
please do not send launderer Response Coupons or Internahonai 
money orders. as they cost more ro cash than their rake 

We on also supply a set of data shem for the most commonly used 
valms. ECC82. ECC88,6922, 1 2007,100728 7025/12AX7WWICC83, 
65,47, 30014. 211NT4C, 845. 4434/6CA7, 2A3. 694. 51146, GI34/5184. 
EL84/644%, 6V6GT. 6L6G 5981/6L6WGC/K466 Again send a Named 
sell addressed A1 envelope *age vie - 491,, small denammaion 
email outside Ile UN anon* US$15 00 wll erne 

Saxe nothing really eels Much grves a reasonable background to the 
sued crl vale anodes chord dese. Guy Adams and I have written and 
assembled a number d aides and edracts from old books *81,06,9,10 
some background* the wood. do not meet to Warne an Instant 
expert but e sell serve as a useful relerence la the team as veil as Me 
more ado. we haw expanded ens Into-pack to Include men more 
eel Informaten, so a you ham already boughl ere MI pack. el send E 
2 00 or UST 5 00 Fa the hel pad( a small chug° is reared, Mrs tme E 
7 00 In small dens:neaten banes with a stamped see addressed 
envelope a outside ne UK, please send USO 25 00 

Nees:Petal* cheque or bankers draft In Pound Sterling fa Ile above 
/barges as err 

SOUND PRACTICO. 

Ir, ,eruuSly .1er,1,2 the aloe orophhpr dew. 
«NM the usual peconcerved notions of Mons %toe ampliter design 
and technology (Me national view. etch has hoet as the blessings ol 
the transistor ampler has obverusly demehle men ante 
monurnentally1). then SOUND PRACTICES Is the magazine to real. en 
you wll rol articles about design parameters. DIY articles or arnpfifies 
and sealers. revers ol nev and old re other words the ,o,000b50t5 the 
none of Me sell-serverg. advertsmg led ' red toner VOSS will Well as they 
do not enhance Me ',useless of der normal adverfisers You oae buy 
SOUND PRACTICES horn us at - 5 00 Per copy (Mere are currently 1 
esues available) or by seeder. ten SOUND PRACTICES P 0 los 
160562. Austin TO 76718 USA A regulw 'node world tergan and 
there are prachcally none ol nese Aucho today Web enough 
subscoption supped SOUND PRACTICES may just bong about the sound 
echoes' ed the har Industry has abandoned fa so long So get a 
subscophonn 

SOUND PRACTICES issue 511 HERE. so your next weekend Is sand, Buy 
a 004 100 5 00 • engage la sell addressed envelope eth order 11 you 
Irve In de UK). serous ell le burl your own ONGAKU copper memo 
etc etc 

POEM MENACE. 

flOors ore type ot feedback that we are not entely na.se Posifive 
Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode Seely we 
asprations beds greatness. sol unlike tie great underground magazines 
ot the 1 970's 4550 queerly meliation dam. codromrsial 
commentary. by on'100111115805. mime's. as el as %Maus industry 

WY. on Me Macbeth's* de. technology and the gust for 
meal sabstaction. I for one. think it is an Noels« read and provide a 
good alternate nee to most of the established pre00 whidi tends to new 
the wad l8w coned ol eat new products is Made re now. 
wthoul Invmg nee reseed,* bedew% Poem Feedback is available 
all 603 Per Me 

CITIRETE 

N the meet moment the tollenen0 kits are under developmenn. and 
should be relable tong 1994 the seouence d Introduce', may be 
different from Me number as we aped the KIT THREE to become avertable 
In March 1991 
KIT 1W3 6590 onde-ended. 15 solts Class A. wadded chassis. 
expected cell 59900 incl Val KIT THREE 30% parallel englmended. 

mono chassis. 16/17 watts Ces teded cost about C 1.450 % Inc 
Val KIT FOUR 6105 push pull. 10 wafts Class A awe chassis, expensed 
cost I 179 00 incl. Vat KIT FIVE 6650 push pull. Class ABI, 60 teals. mono 
Massa. erected com 799 00 If you are In doud asto wheeler a Id 

ffreff% ff7Mie la re ne sug3M1 You sped flO 00 on buying Me 
instructions la de NT ONE. single 30E6 ampler. the dye you a 
good idea 'dew a kit project is la you, if you McKie to buy a kit Pen 
the f10.00 rell be relundad aged Me cost of the id As Me other Ids 
become available Meir mstruchon manuals vell also be available at I 10 00 
each 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS Spend Cations PP. Posh-Pull PPP. 
Parallel Push-Pull SE - Smglemeed PSE • Smgle-ended Parallel UL 
bandies 43% diem taps. ena general rule re do not condone the use 
ol LA-taps. as we consder these dement lo sourd quality - • Dynaco 
feplocernenl 

NI primary Ineedances are calculate los Class A operation Me man 
%%Mahe Men to maximum dynarnoc power transler and 
minimum Mahon rather than mearungless 8809501110108-01 

squateuve condifions 
All Our engle-ended cued transferrers we adapted and the meanie 
standing cuneni allorred before satueon is sham rn column 5 
All au outpul transformers ham a regency response «II beyond Me 
oxide roe. trOcally 20110 - 40 KHz mews 1 MK all am IE-cored vnth 
he grade siren doel laminations. wound eh oreen-hre roper wry 
and suppled MM either bell-ends or frames, both watt flying leads 
We generally overspery cur transformers by 50% power In Push-Pull 
(whe news Mal a trandorme slated as 25 watts mll allow about 35-38 
watt pees. our engle-ended odputs are generally am speee by 
103%. which news Mat they 0,11 instantaneousty allow peals ot double 
de men madmum paw through unastaled 
We do not give any Veer Wheal Information on our output 
transformers, as we do nol ms0 lo taw pan ro technical amperes our 
products we deseed to criteria which are and will be understood ace 
Prey are Irslened to! 
In adation lo the output 'renewers end below re Mee a deem 
Senlee, Mere se cal supply WM a-ry feQUIleffOrd fa amebae 
trandaners. Metter fa microphones. mowing coil anodes, line irel. 
phase spree. Omega. driver or poem output. we design ad 
manulacture pecedes rn-house. te cost for Me parer design is 
200 00. protorype cost Is calculated on a per case basis. We can Wo 
produce prod.* writes 
Sees are given as Yrdth/HerghVDeplh. Mere depth H depth ot the 
cod eelt and «Kith rs the length ol the core 

MAIO NU CHOKES 8 INDUCTORS 
Value Sae 
0 511400mA 
3an 0OrnA 
3111250mA tor Ot4GANU/Co 
SHnsom 
5reaom 
10FV125ne 
umooe 
80091800 

6%74.76 ran 
9%65463 mm 
6%5058 ran 

Oder val0es can be suppled by order ask Ire ottele 

PréCe le( Vat 
1810 
1400 
2400 
2100 
31 CO 
26 00 
33 00 
21 00 

UM Dell PAPER IN OIL COPPER 8 511VER FOIL SIGNAL 
CAPACITORS 
We we currently develop.; a two WM« epee cl paper rn 0,109010801s 
'Were Instead of ustng aurrunium Im I as In tta above paper caps, re ihe 
let range we use an oxygen free copper lod with 99 99% pure send silver 
lead out noes Ines. centened pae meal capacrtors are considerably 
better than the standard °demos Secondly to "bodge' Me Poce-Pen 
94 been 85000e Kandel caps anJ > Japanese 
handmade Sayer rod seal capealors. el be demo our non 
99 P9% pure silier tal metal upends etch me prey staggenne m 
warty even rl I have to say thrs mysell ( as I am the onhy cne who have 
heard the samples so tar) the sliver lori caps lei also haw sofid pre 
lead-W*1,es To start with Pere WI teal. values/voltages ol each 
amiable 

NON MI COPPER FOIL PAPER IN Olt CAPACITORS 
Value DC Vortage See Pee ex 111( Val 

0 oi7e 630 roll 28xI6 mrn 12 35 
Ole 630 voll 33x22 mm 11 65 
015e 630 roll 35,02 ran 16 45 
022e 630 volt 56.025 nun 19 75 
0 17e 630 von 56413 mrn 27 45 
1 re 630 von 65,44 mm 4685 

IMO MOTE SILVER FOIL PAPER IN OIL CAPACITORS 
0 017e 630 MI 14.16 min 11 CO 
0 Inf 630 voll 16416 mm 74 00 
0 15e 630 von 22436 rnrn 101 co 
0.22e 630 volt 1%16 mm 135 00 
0 47e 630 et 25016 mrn 1%00 
ImF 630 volt 38.46 mrn 466 65 

MAIO MOTE SILVER FOIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS 
Best signal capacitors aerobe qualdy many steaks for melt uS8d 
amplarers Irle (AGM) KEGOIV, GMU-ON and M7Tube Sever. 
handmade In very finted quantdes at Mao Noses holey rn Tokyo. 
Japan These capacitors uso a fine mylar film dialectno and are 
manutactured using considerable *neon on the loll and doled,* to ore 
the be possible contact and Me least wee ta mlerol remnan. 

Value 
001 e 
0 02nf 
0 05roF 
0168 
0 2nf 

DC Voltage 
500 von 
500 et 
500 MI 
503 von 
500 voll 

Puce ex UK Val 
177 DJ 
211 75 
346 75 
645 75 
995 75 

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL RESERVOIR CAPACITORS Mainly 

(Or use In Inductor power suppfies bol have other uses 

Value DC Voltage Sloe Pnce Ex UK Val 
2rnF 100 volt 30040055 mrn 26 75 
2,TIF 630 volt 35x15x72 rnrn 33.65 

2,,F  1000 volt 15.15072 momo 41 75 

2mF 1600 volt 50x70072 moon 45 95 

ImF 1000 volt 450.15x1 20 mm 49 95 

Inf 2500 volt 700700120 mm 265 75 

10mF 1000 volt 70010%100 mm 96 75 
12mF 1000 volt 7Chr100x120 momo 109 95 

12mF 1600 volt 100141001,120 mom 136.75 

12mF 2000 volt 100x100x220 mom 159,75 

POTENTIOMETERS 
Rest melee nom sound Quality - price viewent nee by Nce 
Japan. high quality eh:ochre plastic film Volume Controls Impedance 
Construchon Pnce Ex UK Ve 
1 001010n Stereo Frame type PCB nudes 345 
100KOhin Stereo Encapsulated hype. PCB meted 12 65 

A belle aerobe rs Me KO-ON volume corer* Mel are used in pre-
waddlers like the 817Tute MILine, and in a mono version on the Input on 
the NERO. KASSAI. KEGON and GMU-ON, nene are vary good sounde 
Onto by any ended 
Impedance Constructon 
100KOhm Stereo Encapsulated 32 25 
1001(Ohm Mom Lae Eneseled 70 65 
1001(Ohn Stereo Large Emsueled. high MIN 107 45 

Balance Controls 
1 001(Chn Frame bee. PCB mounted 395 
1001(Ohm Encapsulated type. PCB mewled 14 15 
KO-ON also nees a sep goal warty 1001(0tim balance coreol, smear 

to Me encesulaled 1801E Pot 8. ceS15 32 25 

AIM MTV PRECOON CARBOIFILM RESISTORS 

In MOM to Iffe rowmagnetic tantalum resistors, we are going to slack a 
range ee Wei% gOldplaled %%whim resislas, m many cams Ile 
atone resew is preferable il you are building an mew boo, on 
an old are!. like la example the 16E91 or weer circuit el shear 
vintage We ste be dozen value seable loo dopes eft PlE91 in 
112 endive values, dese resistors are mate espedally fa us by a moor 
marrulacture 

hey cosi lathe 1/2 eft £5111 each 
1 watt 0485 each 
2 wan 46 89 each 

NISI MITE DRAM STAISOITI. 
In most entree vale power refers a Is frequently difficult to get he HT and heater rails properly suspended and separate safely and neatly horn 
the chasm this especolly apples alee burled amplarers used tte really hdh voltage drrectly healed ?nodes lee 211, 014-C, 615. 849, 30411. 06191 
Ro twon Dental needn 1,1000,0 d ro ImPonant to meow* sortable lay.* trom the NW and the AUDIO NOTE stand-es shad be more or less 
mandatory ro trui context They are screw In type re NUM Insulator and either a wrap-round turned leaf on the engle way *Hen or separated 
solder slots on the multr-ey versions 

Type No 
AN-421 
AN-422 
AN-423 
AN-452 
AN-153 
M4-455 
AN-458 
Ml-460 
AN-476 
AN-479 

Ranter ol Tags HebeLenge 
25 5 nee 
17 4 me 
228w 
Adjustable, 1 Imm 
Adjustable, 24ran 
Adestable. 32mm 
Adjuslade. 590m 

O Adjustable 72inin 
25ne/45mm 
25mmOtem 

Mal ME AUDIO QUALITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Sngle-ended CondS 
Suggeed Vane Max CI A Power 
EL84/ECLI)6/6V6 20 mats 
300872AINB4G 25 watts 
EL34/6CA7 30 mns 

2038040 30 watts 
588106756 Welts 
211614C 30.0810 
211614C/815 50'es 

300(3 altos 
845 50..th 
21 INT1C 75 Ms 

Om SE Product 
EL34/6550/KT88 
801072030880 
6L6G 

Push-null COCudS 
EL84/ECL86MV6 
£1344060/5881 
2A3/6B4G/30:6 
K1606550 
EL34ACT66/51381 
845 
/(188/6550 
817909.50 

20 «MS 
25walts 
30 mitts 

15 wet 

25 wets 
30 res 
50 ens 
50 watts 
Welts 
60 Ms 
100walts 

Pure Sams Wued Outputs 
300672A3/ 8840 25 Ms 
2118E4-CA345 58055 

sae Conned« 
Wrap-round 
Wrap- rourd 
Solder slot 
Soide sets 
Solder slots 
Solder slots 
500140 slobs 
Solder slots 
Solder slots 
Solder slots 

Porn-Sec Impedance 
21(6 - 4/13 Ohms 
21(5 - 4/8 Ohre 
1 K5 - 4/8 Ohms 
1 K25 - 4/8 Cents 
21(1- 4/8 Ohms 
10K - 4/8erns 
101( - 4/8 Ohms 
IK25 HIMChns 
21(5 - 4/8 Oros 
5K-4/8 Ohms 

3K - 4/8 Ohms 
2K5-4/8/160hms 
3K-4/8 Ohns 

Sae/Neigh' 
117x96•90 ran 
1170984%nm 

11 5x9066mm 
91162,845m 
11503x95mrn 

1170%100nm 
112x1341-50rnm 
135415,125m 
1 37d 1 4d3Ornre 
1374 154145 mm 

117.96612 mrn 
117x98x90mrn 

11546x95 mm 

8067x68 mm 
884,7340 mm 
68x75430 mm 
106,91x90 ran 
9%82163 mm 
180168w 
125000ed 13 nvn 

150,14701113ran 

Chases F rung Pm Ex UK Vat 
Screw- in bon 141 
Seen-in boT 141 
Saew-on 
Dual boll screen 
Dual ton screw-in 
Dual boll screrrm 
Dual bat sum- In 
Dual bolt screem 
Screen bogs 
Scremie bolts 

Max Cured 
110mA PSE 
90mA SE 
1 8OgnA PSE 
1 30e PSE 
140e PSE 
19006 SE 
150ne SE 

11)OrnA PSE 
1 8Orre PSE 
210ntA PSI 

130mA SE 
90rnASE 
140mA PSE 

PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PPP 
PP 
UL PP 
UL PP/PPP 

111 
242 
305 
401 
579 
731 
535 
753 

Pre ex UK VAT 

8700 
91 GO 
11300 
9700 
1%00 
114 00 
121 03 
151 00 

172 00 
237.00 

101 00 
102 50 
107 00 

42 00 
59 00 
63 00 
73 OD 
74 00 
11103 

111 ar 
13460' 

21(5 - 1/8 (Ms 1170%elmm SOrriA SE 1 645 CO 
10K - 4/80hms 11201344150mm 15(le SE I 975 00 

The aista sile, eel ape timid hen re daq.d 008 mxie ro the UK re can supply the AUDIO NOTE den mandadered odes la Me 
ONGAKU Of the I(E508. DUI they are exceptionally erpensrve. as you would expect from Items thal take upwards horn 100 hours each lo nuke.* 
name an Mol »Moms la an ONGAKU costs 016 500 00 

/MU IOU MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

Ths range relates to our brushed product fens transfamers are O01000USly Oaken 'terns lo ex as Me numer d permulaborts cl /fT and HEM 

voltages axe almost endless We have added mamshandonters tor making repleas dew KASSAI and ONGMU. as loess has teen consderable call for 
these hkeese we are prepanng manstranstamers for fe WE9 1 desded in Sound Peen Issue tee shall corXinue to expand ex range as 
opportemes and our mime. el your reourrements mere 

Pumary Voltages 

OW10007 100/120v 
0/2200/2304/240 

120101 10v/1030100 
OW1000/1 10W1200 

1200 10v/100v/Ov 

1 00v)11 Ov/1 28. 

00/10008 100/120v 

008 00v/1 1 Ovil 20v 

007 000/1 1 Ov/1 20v 

007 000 1 01/1 20v 
1 20v/11 Ovn 00v/Ov 

NA 00v/1 1 OvA 200 
120v/1 10•7100/00 

OW100•71 1 DWI 200 
1200 150713004. 

IONA 100/120v 

1 20v/110v/1 00v/Or 

1 00v/I 10020v 

For KASSA' reple 

1 20511100730040 

10007 1 00/120v 

Secondary AT Menge Secondary Healer Memos 

- 2300al 350ne EN- 12 Cw a I Are 

3 1 50-0v-3 1 5v al / Are 
00 - 230v al 0 4 Are 0-12 6r al 1 A 

315e - 3150a14 Amp 
3004 Os- 3000 al 60mA 12 6y - 00 at 1 5A 

6 30 - Oval 600nA 

Cre - 290v al 40ne 12 60-0v a 1 5A 

Or - 630 al 300ne 
3 I Or 244r-0y-244v-3 10013 15v -00-3 1 5044 5 Amp 

320rM 12603115km 
Eh-9200e 1 60ne - 1 Ov at 4 Amp. Or-6 3v al 

1501-150v at 5Orre 1 5,00 Dv - 50 al 25A 

390-01 390v at 200 ne 3 150-00-3 15v al 1 2/4no. 70 

1 700 at 50ne at 3A, 7v at 3A, 5ra 2A 

125v-0v-425v at 220mA 3 15.-00-3 15v al 2 51 

7 go-Or 2A, 7 Or-Do at 2A. 

50-0003A 

31 50-04-3 1 51 750ne 

3904-00-3900 at 200e 1 70-Or al 50mA. 7 Or 

38m. 70-Ovall 50- Oval 

Fee Ex UK Val 

31 OD 

41 CO 

46 00 
tor M7Tute Pre-amp 

50lichole red 

ter 

26 00 

72 50 

9600 

86 70 

95 60 
tor KIT on a KIT 

TWEE MONO channel 

107 00 

20 

3 1 50-0,3 1 50 a 1 2A 
3800 - Ov 3800 al 200m1 1 50,04 al 1 50e. 1 Ov-Or 1 37 00 

3 25A 1 (N-Ov al 325A 

so-0v113&ss-0o113& Fa ONGAKU replica 

5v - Oval 3A. Or - Or al 3A 
6 3r - 06 3r al 1 251, 

We also have a manstrandormer/choke rol for Ille WE91 power edam as shown mn Sound Predices, thrs calmed wrth our sire-ended ouieut 
Oadurrocry Vatb 31(Cern ornery Impedance. make a very he replica al tus dassc ampler 

AIM OM PAPER IN OIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS 
These handmade bone ewes we sonic:46y MOW iOf to any ot the plastic ov 10wpiper Ms we he care awns Pelham never experienced the 

Offence Mal a Mary good Me/al capacitor can make in a vahe arreiter, Deem reel/ *add by. Our specolly nee paper/al caps fee a We. 
CCOOUI. Lack of harshness are evenness d dynamo beaver across le Ireetcy rings. vile is gLmanleed hem up your day! Recomendad as 

replace«. In old and nee ulve anpfiliers Mike land even in the odd trensake welltier), in:lessee for DIY protects In line with eneroaremal 

standee all MOTE memo,' capacitors cream only nee-kale Nodoomilable extitie oil. Poe paper Is a specsally tmaled and ineregnalect by 
a mead Mal enhances longely and sand qualrly. to ensure eimum perform% 581068 

Value 
0015e 

0 022nf 
0 (147mF 

0 082e 
0 12e 

0 leaf 

0 22rtf 

0 33e 
1 amF 

00150,6 

0068 

cue 

0132e 
18e 

22mF 

33e 

380 

47.7 
2206 

39mF 

1 2rrf 

0 22e 

0 22mF 

All ANNNR paper In oil egnal capacitors are anal type We are depanng a range of very small mead value paper in al reactors al Me moment 

In xi Mon lo the ere Tte range of AIM NU paternal bone capaptors n beadily expanchng so 006 for vales 7110 you do not see 

DC Vollage 

e 
400 volt 

400 volt 

400 volt 

400 srort 

bet 

400 von 
400008 

400 volt 

630 von 
630 0on 

850.06 

630 von 

630 von 

630 volt 

630 von 

630 voll 

630 roll 

10000e 

1000 volt 

1000 voll 
1600 voll 

2000 volt 

Size 

214 ran 
3.5410m 

32,1 1 mm 
33014mm 

33.14 rnm 

32.16 nvn 
35,18 mm 

4%18 ran 

7%24 mm 
174 men 

20*81 08 

33015 mm 

33d 6 mm 

43x18 rnm 

52719 ran 

5b22 morn 
52426 mrn 

52(26 ran 

56.26 ran 

61.26 mm 
720/40 Mrn 

60x26 

70x29 

Pnce et UK Mal 

286 

375 

410 

425 

475 

515 

565 

675 

14% 

2 115 

325 

425 

455 

545 

575 

725 

795 

885 

6% 
11 65 

16 75 

965 
11 55 



RR MOTE ACID 8 CLORIDE FREE SILVER SOLDER 

The beg solder se bare teen able to find does not contaminate the 
junction, each mer lime increases tundra, mega= Used in all oor 
arrokfirs Iran OTO to the GNU-ON 
w-

SO grammes a Mat 8 meter 1 mrn armlet 
1 kilo rat or 1 mm diameter 

Price Ex UK Val 
1995 
21065 

NOR MOTE CABLES 8 WKS 
We are proud to offer the UM MR ranged lush quabh copper and 
sayer we speaker and rump cables. which. *perch% on the overall 
pos ot the proyed, do lake to an hrlt system regardless d once 

Sorg 99 99% Pure NUM NOTE Saver Wire 
Gauge insulation Mabel Pos Per Mier Es DE 
Val 
0 05ran 
0 2mm 
0350es 
0 6mrn 
0 &re 

Polyurelune 16 75 
Polyurethane 22 75 
ML 24 95 
ML 27 65 
Mt 31 /5 

1 mm ML 36 75 
The above solid silver wires are suitable or Inductors tor speaker 
crossovers both active and passive or loi internal wrong in lone:urns 
erodes etc 

ARM NU Coax Inleconnact Cades 
TyPe/Colour code Consbucbron Price per Stereo 

Meter Ex UK Val 
MI-A yellow symmetrical% 

concern/ coax 
AN-C red symmetrical OFH 

Copper ht., coax 
AN-S dark grey yeti syrnmencal 99 99% 
yellow shoe saver lar coax 
EN-V give grey with symmetrical 99 99% 
yellow sinpe saver Irtz coa. 
AN-0v saver grey symmetrical 99 99% 

silver htz our 382.913 
No rexerreree to use the internal tern solve ems m the AUDIO NOTE 
coax cables as merle wring cable, the is WM we do in amplifiers bee 

Ile ONGAKU.147Tute et 

AIRS MITE Speaker 8 Wiring Cables 
TYR/Colour code Construction 

15 32 

29 79 

81 25 

15235 

Price per Mono 
Meter Ex UK Ve 

AN-0 preen single core 66 cooper 
speaker wiring 685 

4/4-8 blue double grand, saeened 
while *Ong 66 speaker ware 12 34 
41,1.1. blue dable strand, screened 
black vrtiting 6N lib copper speaker wire 25 11 
Mr•SP gtver single core 15 strand 99 99% le 106 38 

Sitien speaker ere 

AN-SPY silver single core 20 strand 
99 99% lit silver speaker wire 382 98 

PIPE InsulaNd Silver Plated Copper Vetoes 
We can arso provide less expensive acting wares tor hard winng moue, 
these FIFE Insulated elver plated copper ems are 19 Strand GI 015 nun 
wore and come in brown black. due pink red green. orange. woe. Wide 

and ,edAnee. they 065[160PO4*in en W.& 

MIR ME HIGH QUALITY STEPPED ATTENIJATORS 6 SWATCHES 
These handmade atienualas and ',niches are manufactured by a Mend ol 
Mr Kondo ot AMR 5811, and represent the best available volume 

controls and seam you can use in your de-amble. Toe attenuate is 
48 steps and with Orel/rhodium plated conlacts/brushes made me an 
array et teem him reenters The gulches feature silver plied cones 
and self cleaning wren 
Twe Value Price Ex UK Vat 
Stereo Potentemeter 
/Menu*, 501(Ohne 193 75 
Stereo Potentiometer 
/Attenuate 10040nms 207 75 
2 Channel wen 6 - any adireable 78 15 
4 Channel swilch 6 - way adjugable 101 75 

Ann MR SELECTED AUDIO VALVES 
Our yews are see* ham the best available sources and re tested to 
Me same stringent standards lhal we apply in die production of our ore 
molders. they tel into Iwo categories standard production awns and 
rare mostly NOS New Old Stoat) valves 'Mich ale no longer in 
production We haw complied a special list of fire NOS Items. wnich iv 
avertable on request. beware the valves on this le are NOT cheap 
Standard Stock hems. 

Type No Type Price Ex UK Vat 
ECC835/12AX7 
80607305 double Male 295 
E88CC/6922/6CUEMA/73013 double triode 35 
FF866267/1729 pentode 2:5 
ECC82/1 2AU7/581 45 double triode. mil spec 575 
6514751 double triode. %X base 175 
65L7GT double Mode, INIX base 285 
use t*** I /5 
5687998 date Male bey powerful 1.55 
635091A double trede 475 
E18409805 small pone pentode 155 
EL8461/6805WA small power pentode, 

rral spec yard 475 
6V667 small pore pentode 245 
6166 medium porter pentode 275 
5881/K166/6L6WGC medran power letrode 195 
EL346 power penrode 745 
6550.11788 large awe letrode 12 45 
6C33 powertd regulator 

grandly healed Mode 21 65 
6457/6080 strong ragout', 

newly healed Mode 615 

243 1.pin 

3006 
0040 
59367 
50407 
G234/5481 
6X4 

RESISTORS 

Meth healed small 
power Mode 
Orrectly heated power triode 
117.redhier 
HT-redder 
HT-redder 
HT-redder 
HT-redder, very used la 
pre-arephles 

EleVsomre 

We otter three warty lewls of resistor qualM. all are 1%. starting *elide 
Beyschlag relearn. Much are slightly magnet. (as are the vais malady 
ul toe maws ol metal Ian mutton, the natemeled wry good 
bonding as Med eglitien Ola gualti eel 1 Ithe 
MEISHUM) no-leedback node amPlails 

Beyschlag 1 net 1% resistors up lo 5C(11101m. I 0 11. above SOCKOhm 
013 each 

HOLCO 

Behr sound quality can be adhered we the 62.7050.7% ce-
189.30 rwela s Van ee repro as Ere oest huustre wale 
merrier resters mailable They have ale small drawback as ley ate 
dude tree, and repute careful handling. do not bend the legs too close 
to Me body. they may become nasty 

HOL CO resistors type 02 5OPPM cost! 0 36 each horn 10001m to 
500KOhm. Mgt« and loner values are all 0063 each 

17% 
57% 
325 
225 
225 
875 

AMR NOTE HUH ouAur CERAMIC VALVE BASES 
Allan' valw bases ae of the highest pos,.* quality made han goalie and using the best metal pets tram arloys eltrch retain Men sonny temen 
around Ite valve pm la longer They are recommended as upgrades to most old valve molders and should be an essenhe part d any DIY armed 
Type Mounting Pend Proa Ex UK Val 

4- pin UM la 3008/2A3/101A Chassis Gold 825 
Chassis Mae 725 

Chassis Saver 11 75 
Chassis eh bayonet Silver/chrome 159% 
Chasse Gold 975 
PCB Silver 615 
PC8 Gold 785 
Ctusgs hom above Saver 675 
Chasse horn above Gold 795 

CbaSSIS Silver 565 

4-pin 1.101 lor 3006/2A3601 A 
4-pin 111(1 WE-type for 3008/2A3/801 A 
4-pon Jumbo 4 lor 21 INT1C/845 
5-an 1055 la 801 
7-fan 1471a 6X4. 042 
7-pin 87 for 604 042 
7-pin B7 fa 6)(4. 082 
7- pen B7 for 6X1 58.2 
8- pin 08065 E134, 6550 5U4G 
GZ34, 616G. etc 
8-an U8X 6134. 6550 SLAG 
GZ31. 616G.* 
9-pin 89 la ECC83. ECC88, 56137. 635R etc 
9-pin 89 tor [CUD. ECC88. 5687.6350. etc 
9-pin 896 Ivy ECC83, ECU/ 
5687.6350. etc * 
9-pin 89610 ECC83.ECC88. 
5687.6350. etc * 
9-pin B94 lar ECCA13. ECC88, 5687 6350 etc 
9-pin BOA ECC&I. ECC88, 5667.6350. etc 

Chassis 
PCB 
PCB 

Cirasse from above 

Chasse han above 
Chasse horn below 
Chassis lion below 

Gold 
Saver 
Goid 

865 
385 
575 

Serer 415 

Gold 
Save 
Gold 

675 
SE 

715 

TOPCAPS 
Topcap Foi 807 pentode etc Nickel 975 You may rant to gart your protect won less overall cog, and lot this purpose ne can offer me tonouttuu 

•ttestutu tree mane valw bases 
Type Mounting Price Ex UK Vat 

8-pin la ELM. 6550, KT66 6L6G Chassis ttot, brake 
9-prn for ECC83. ECC88. 5687, 6350 Chasse with shroud 185 

AMOS MITE CERAMIC STAND-OFFS 
In mosl hardwired valve poser amplifiers it IS Irequently difficult to gel the H' •., 

the chassis ens espenally applies Men budding amplifeers using tte man, , . 
et When planning deggn like Mis it is important to incorporate sudable AUDIO NOIE • 
mandatory o that coned They am screw in type with steerte ',Isolator and eilhe a wrap rourd turned head' 00 the smgle ray version or sAPAA, 

solder gots on he multi-way versions 

Type No 

AN-421 
AN-422 
AN-423 
AN-452 
AN-453 
AN-455 
M4-458 
AN-460 
AN-476 
AN-479 

Number of Tags HeraltAllOM 

255 non 
174 non 
22 6 ntrn 
Adjustable, 17mrn 
Adjustable. 241001 

Addle, 32.5e 
Adjustable, 5801.5 
Adestable, 72mm 
259509450m 
25mm/66mm 

Sae Connection Chassis Flung Price 
Ex UK Val 

Wrap-round Soies-in hot 141 
Wrap-rouni Saew-m boh 141 
Solder slot Scre-in 141 
Solder slots Dual bolt screw- in 212 
Solder slots Dual bdt SCreeln 305 
Solder slots Dual bolt screw- in 404 
Solder gob Dual bon saew-in 579 
Solde slob Dual bolt screw- in 731 
Solder Slots Screw- in bolts 535 
Solder slots Saew-tn bolts 753 

RACK SATE ELIECRINI "ARM High Performance Graphrte Electrolyte weavers 
Here are wry kw audio pans Mat promise a guaranteed improvement when replacing realeany any other pall. bd the is ear .. • BLACK GATE extras 

actually do ExchangIng any eledrolybc capaata anywnere in the oral d an amiable or in the aossona or a speaker inl I ore. , 

We re mere on sane pudebnes asap Mere, how and Much types ot Black Gales to use in altered °roes he lost such technice ... 
nav and rs caned sltrux*ng yout CD-Plater and can be erne by sending e stamped ate*.ettt env** I. ttS reOtiesbop this leal 1,, - AUDIO SOIE 
Lee 1 Ignature deducts use Illeel 84 Eliellm TAF5TAr in unreal 

sighed.« SuPPIY lumbar, 
It e very Important lo nCee that Al RAU SATE capacitors take rune lo charge-4 a delve when tug pot in arced depending on type and application 
Me maturing" time can be between 100 and 300 hours 
Value Voyage 8G-Type Suggested LfSe Price Ex UK Vat 
4700 25.11 Ph keener 165 
33mé 35.00 Pt( Aoysetel 1 75 
0 47mE 50volt PI( Nye*, 105 
1 ref 5(hoh Pt( Apnea 1 11 
2 2mF 50081 PK Ararat« 123 
3 3mF 50081 Pli Anyriner 138 
4 7mF 50608 PK Writer 168 
1 Ord 50rolt PR Anynne 187 
12n* 50voll PI( Arlen« 268 
%Olaf 50voll Standar knee 547 
1 00W 1 net Standar Aherne 775 
1 00Orrf 1 6voll Slander keener 822 
10130mF 50noll Staniar Ammeter 24 55 
220mF 1 6voll Stanctat Meaner 435 
47(kriF 1 6volt Stride Anywner 635 
2200,0 513•46 Stine Anywhe 13 45 
10,000mF null Standard PSU smoothmg 234 65 
1700n* 1 &MI Slander Anywhere 11 25 
47rriF • 47mF 50(hat - 5504 surge SK-Type PSU tale capachor 85 95 
1CCef y 100rd 501)411- 500e seep SK-Type PSU Mier capacitor 101 95 
1001* 500m11- 55Do surge SK-Type PSU fate ranee» 72 75 
22(lni. 22000 350.511- 403v surge SK-Type PSU fee capacity 92 65 
11)OrnE. 100oF-350rtat - 403v surge SK-Type PSU felle capacitor 75 35 
22mF 3500015 08-Type Decouplin.q or tiner erectly 18 95 
2204110 1 6volt F-Type Low ESfi versax 675 
220046 1 6voll P0-Type Uhra low ESO version. comprable lo tarn caps 995 
100:yri 10508 FK-Type As above use anywnere 43 95 
2200mF 50voll 1K-Type Is above ose annex. 98 85 
2 2niF 505011 C-Type Fa circuits with DC potential aflame 207 

4 7rrar 50roll C-Type For afar« me DC potential differenoe 335 
1 re 50.« N-Serres Bipolar tot use in negabw feedback wads etc 495 

4 rnif %Mt 11-54neS as above 575 
1Onf 50wel N-Senes as above 695 
47mF 0065 9-Seras as above 13 75 
10010 5065 81-Series as above 18 95 
6 &of *MI Elpole For loudspeaker aossever nehnins 8% 
10mF %ell Bipolar as above 10 65 

22n* 50voll Bear as ewe 17 15 
47rd 50 nolt Beier as above 27 95 

22(Ini 6 3vort BGH.Type F01 super lay nase PSUs 11 85 
1 00r& 1 6voh 00-N Type y PI ster I. nase PSU s 21 65 
47Onf 1 6wIt FIGS Type as above 28 95 
4700mF 35005 86•N Type as above 27580 
114 50501 [UNION as atme 665 
100rd 50voll BG-N Type as above 99 95 
22011mF 700008 EIG-N Type as gee 423 35 

In our component le you ell rind a being ct all »lade Bak Gate Mu«. together Men sires beg usage etc 
Lastly. we cari supply a range d more modestly prices corroonerrts. gal good qualny but ncre inarstnal grade rf you Ire 

SHIli(OH Tantalum Film Resiston 

This is definitely the tee sounding resales evadable lager Me VISHAY. 
265 Mud may be ok in hap teedback Varney molders, but in our opinion 

gate uncomplimentary lo lbe mantes of real Aide Amplacation Ire 
doredh Mated 1110e amblers running feedback herir single-ended 
Class A). Mrs is 'Mere you will need he tantalum lilm reset°, tor the bat 
results 

The 1/2 watt Slunkoh tantalum mews are non-magnet. and ca1250 
ea& 

ARM NMI 1 WATT TANTALUM RESISTORS 

Up to now Me tantalum lam resistors tuve been edremely about to pd. 
roweve Met nub persuasion and agatre a mineum quantrly .guarantee 
Iron Are NM UK mu rnanutaclures have agreed lo ender the range d 
1/2 wall and reintroduce Ve 1 vet range tututt becomes an eulogy< 
range la ARM 115TE, oe00nside1 this to be major breakthrough sea 
.0558,4 a reaSceable rane ol values al the 1 wail rallng it is pretty dalcutt 
wet* very test out ol the test cocoas As yen most handmade 

lure on aging he 2-watt tantalum terrors made 
rr, and Wm know perhaps ve oeIl te able lo bold ampliben 

- a pear's tine be have all tantalum resales in all parts of the court 

STANDARD TYPE SWITC/411. 

mon sielthmn adpostable2-6-*ly.lhergoldpl*00N*0sanda 
gainless gel ball for best possible rem», met*, um coniad. proa 
ex txv9133o 
Again. KO-ON &tenantry noce wady sealed watch 6 wa, 1 channel! 
9365 each 

STANDARD ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS Good qualib sunned 
Indelnal types \rake Voltage Sire Pnce Ex. UK Val 
100re Inver tirrE Al, VIM 1 Ichren 

retal 023 
Irerif loyal 15kb Mill anal 029 
22Onf 16.11 Ile mrn radial 031 
2204 10rott 13x10 ran meal 012 
1COmF 63volt 13110 min radul 047 
4703ni 16volt 38.18mm radial 082 

2200mF 50wel 35x18 mm tee, 41116 mm 
axial 6.61 
lOre 180.091 15.10 mrri reel 056 
22109 350004 26x12 mrn radial 125 
224 45010 41,06 mrn aual 189 
47mF 355.01 25421 nun rear 216 
56rti 403500 3621 mm radial 237 
68mE 400voll 30.22 mm rake 268 
10Drri 400vott 30425 mm radial 326 

2204 
225100 
225146 

385105 
450005 
550volt 

52.30 rrer real cm 445 
40.30 mrn radial can 585 
112r35 mor real 
screw terminals 27 65 

RCA, EINC. BANANA PLUGS, RCA SOCKETS SPEAKER 8 GROUND 

TERMINALS 8 LOUDSPEAKER SPADES 
RCA Plugs 
Standa, 1 55 
AN 365 
AN r, Itkt0 851 
M4 AUDIO NOTE r plug tellon insulated. non-magnet. 25 53 

RCA Sockets. 

Mounting Price Ex UK Val 
Chassis mounted 041 
Chassis mare 065 

Ato AUDIO NOTE •. on-magnetic 
loon ',eddied Chas, mounted 3.65 
sale gold plated 

INC Plugs 8 Sakes 

Type Price«. UK Vat 
Standard INC Plug 345 
BNC Silver plated socket chassis mooned 1(6 

1 45 Banana Plugs Loudspeaker Calle Spades Chasse Loudspeaker 
Temnials 

Type PnCe Ea UK ve 
Bdt d gold paled spore; loaded tension 245 
AUDIO NOTE oudspeaker Cable spade save plated 

SODIO NOTE AN-STSpeaker Telenet. Ctiassrs mounts, 
• ed or black 

AUDIO NOTE AN-ST/G SPUNK Tem.* chess's rne.e, 
if black 

AUDIO NOTE AN-STEI Speaker Terminal, chasm mounts, 
non-magnetic red or black/ 

: • mat Chas. 'wooled and Mickel plated 

465 

185 

275 

7 
15 45 

OW range d components Is constantly expanding as we rind nee or beber 

seders so stay in tech by reading our evens in Hili World and Hill 
Nee 

PERIM MN. 

In many systems estitualh ores mina transea bee amplitcabon. 
Mere is often a problem of incconng RF mieng into Me fredback loco, 
especially trom connected CD-players, clarion a lerrite rings around the 
cable beam the CD-transpon and the Death «Wort% DAC or 

CD-player and Ire fee-amPla« ined Welds sexisr% reerds 

il 50 

00010 NOTE COMPLETE KIT1. 

We are deveropmg a range d complete lots. ac awe rose ol you vel0 hare 
Me eddy, Outdo not have the time to develop a protect horn Me ground, 
so to speak Inader lo be able to offer Me best possible quality - ace 
relationship the ktts we ode will be good basic circurts. inth 
power wail. and components ail lots rtart moot volume coned 10 
allos use ot a single source. like CD- player direct in 

Based lourd the justly farnOus 3008 directly healed triode we see thon ka 
as the mtroduction to real Aecto Imphhcation cell covers all the 
rmPabant asects ot astir necessary, Smple-Ended. No- Feedback Class 
A. Directry Healer anode. to become a member oh the exclusive club of 

amides 

Krt One has ne 3008 per channel running al 120 Ions with 110108 omen 
giving 5010 vets ot the cleanest paver you we ever /ear, the inpurstage 
consists d a 651170T with a 5687 doodle Mode and stage running in 
SRPP The power supply rs a capacrtaaroke-capacria vérlh a 5ING HT 
redder. Me heaters are AC healed Ccoeferd Qualrly iS similar to our 
Leel 2 finehed products ALIDIO NOTE paper in oil goner capachas. 
Beyschlag 1watt 1% metaldm argon, good qualay eledrolytics (sorry 
e Black Gael avid a seek alradiw stereo chassis In grey pantwork 
Motechng cove e extra 

Price I 750 00 incl Vi Much induces all valves (yes. Aso Me 2 x 3IX6 
needed) but nor postax/padong yaluch to UK osstorners is £1209 
Icocover 1st 99 00 enra The ltd One is available now 

SIT nrè. 

Kit Two Natures a grigle 6550WA Soda erode runnee in Smote-Ended 
mode yelding some 17 watts of pure Class A. valve regaled HT ter the 
output stage stereo chests. and 651.751 input and 65H7GT %PP awe 
gage, componerary and chata4 es KA One 

Pricer 599 CO rnd Vi includes valves, but not postage/packing cove is 
extra al 99 00 Avertable in June 1994 

111T T. 

Kit Three Natures 2 x 3006 per channel nenning In single-ended rt** 

Mang 16/17 watts in pure Crass A, Me tut IS on two mono chassis with 
valve regaled IT sonnies no «pal leateci. h uses a 6514761 double 
triode as mot valve and a pad of 5687 double triodes run.; rl SRPP as 
drivers 

The KR THREE is eSSereally a X« vergon ol the KIT ONE we eut* 
the poeer, Doe same corrponent choces and on he chassis' Mead of 
one 

The KIT THREE costs I 1450 00 and intl be datable in March 1994 

Write to. 

AUDIO NOTE re) Ltd Unlit Block C Hove Bugness Centre, Forted 
Road, Flow. East Sussex. EN43 610. England Telephone .44 0273 22051 
1 fax .44 0273 7314% Dired Lore to sales .44 0273 88551 1 

HUNGARY please cored, Merin, Audio, 54.0 Reay Is: 2, H-1092 
Budapest. HUNGARY. Tel/Fax 01 215-2612 

HOLLAND please °snag. de Jong Components. 2, Reggegraal. NL-5704 
MT Heimond Tel 0492014661 Fax 14773 

Tel. +44 0273 220511 
Fax. +44 0273 731498 

Sales +44 0273 885511 

ucJio flote 
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T
he art of soldering is a skill that 
relies entirely on practical 
experience. You can read about 

soldering techniques or get advice from 
friends, but until you actually hold an iron 
in your hand and start to melt the solder 
into place you haven't started learning. 
Recognising the increasing interest in DIY 
hi-fi kits and projects, and the ever rising 
numbers of people who want to have a 
go at building them, Hart Electronic Kits 
have just added a new product to their 
range - a Guide to Printed Circuit Board 
(PCB) construction. 

For £4.99 + £ 1.50 p&p you get a five 
page booklet describing what tools you 
will need, e.g. soldering iron and snips, the 
general practice of soldering and then in 
more detail how to solder different 
components: resistors, diodes, presets, 
axial capacitors, transistors, radial 
capacitors. But most importantly, you get 
something to practice on. Supplied in the 
kit are a handful of components, a 
practice PCB and some 22swg (standard 
wire gauge) solder. 

The instructions are clearly written 
and easy to understand, although a little 
further explanation wouldn't go amiss in 
some instances. They cover everything 
you need to know about PCB assembly 
and even describe the hierarchy of 
component insertion. Components are 
inserted smallest first, so that when the 
board is overturned for soldering they are 
pushed firmly against the board. Hart 
recommend that the board is overturned 
onto a book for soldering, but I always 
find a dry foam dishcloth, which has a 
little more give in it, holds the 
components against the board better. 

The components shouldn't be 
standing proud of the board on their 
component legs for a number of reasons. 

be 

The HART 

Guide to PCB 

Construction. 
Want to learn how to solder? Hart 

have put together a kit to help 

the beginner. 

Firstly, the wires standing up on the 
board act like miniature aerials, receiving 
RF interference, which can prevent some 
projects working altogether and is 
undesirable for high quality audio 
projects. Secondly, the components 
shouldn't be supported by their legs, the 
component body should be supported by 
the board and the lead out wires 
soldered for electrical contact only, rather 
than for mechanical support. If you solder 
your boards in this manner, they will be 
strong and more resistant to vibration 
and other forms of abuse. In some cases 
however, components have to be held 
clear of the board, say power resistors, 
which would otherwise scorch the 
board's surface. In these instances, the 
components should be supported with 
ceramic tubes over the lead out wires. 

To test its worth, I decided to give 
the kit to a complete novice and see how 
they got on. If, after a couple of hours 
reading and soldering, they could 
complete a neatly and accurately 
soldered PCB, then the kit would prove 
its worth. The guinea-pig for this had to 
be someone who had never soldered 
anything before, someone who would 
describe themselves as a technophobe. 
Our marketing manager, Richard Johnson, 
a man who, last time he tried, took 40 
minutes to wire a plug and then fused the 
house, was the ideal candidate. 

PROVING ITS WORTH 
After an hour or so, Richard presented 
me with a board. Although possessing 
some knowledge of the difference 
between a capacitor and a resistor, he did 
have difficulty working out what the 
circuit symbols were for each 
component. So, the board had some 
resistors soldered where diodes or 

capacitors should have been and vice-
versa. Having said that, the board was 
very neatly soldered, with only the 
occasional messy joint. It had taken 
around an hour for Richard to solder all 
of the components in, which is a long 
time for the handful of components 
supplied, but by taking his time the result 
was surprisingly good for a first effort. 
Some of the components were a little 
high off the board, and he'd burnt himself 
slightly trying to melt the solder and 
manipulate the hot wires with his fingers, 
but even a professional finds a couple of 
components on each board that need to 
be held into place. 

The Guide to PCB construction isn't 
for the complete novice. For someone 
who's been reading up on the theory of 
electronics, can follow a circuit diagram, 
recognise components and their symbols, 
the Guide to PCB construction allows 
them their first hands-on experience. For 
the complete novice this guide is of little 
use, since it explains how to solder 
components to a board without 
explaining what they look like or where 
they should go. Read up on the basic 
theory first and learn what the 
components look like, their basic 
operation and their circuit symbols, then 
have a go at this before you start your 
project and you should have every 
chance of completing a neatly soldered 
working project with the aid of this kit • 

Hart Electronic Kits, 
Penylan Mill, 
Oswestry, 
Shropshire. 
Tel: 069 I 652892 
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DIY INTERCONNECTS 

MAKE YOUR OWN 

INTERCONNECTS 

E
veryone knows the importance of 
good interconnects these days, I'm 
sure you've all heard the oft-used 

phrase "your system is only as good as its 
weakest link". Of course, shortly after this 
phrase was invented we were hit by a 
barrage of expensive 'bits of wire', and the 
weak links became the hi-fi equipment in 
between the cables. 

So, how far do you go? Is copper 
good enough? Is silver plated copper 
worth the extra? Is pure silver as good as 
everyone says? Well a lot will depend on 
your system, but for the DlYer there is a 
cheap way to experiment and save 
money - build your own. 

There are three basic configurations of 
construction for interconnects. The most 
common uses a conventional co-axial 
type cable. The centre core is connected 
to the centre pin of the phono plug, and 
the screen soldered to the outer barrel. 
This method is cheap, easy and offers a 
degree of protection from interference 
and such-like afforded by the screen. v 

Dominic Baker shows you how. 

The third type of construction is a pseudo 
balanced configuration. Here, there are 
two cores inside an overall screen. At the 
pre-amp end the screen and one of the 
cores are soldered together to the phono 
plug's outer barrel, the remaining central 
core to the phono plug centre pin. 

At the other end construction is 
similar, but the screen is left 'floating' and 
is insulated from the plug barrel with 
heatshrink. This type of connection has 
lower noise than the co-axial type and 
because a high quality core is used as the 
'cold' or '-' connection to the barrel rather 
than the lower grade screen braid, this 
combines the sonic advantages of the 
unscreened cable, with the screening 
properties of the co-axial type. y 

It is wise to always use silver solder when 
making interconnects. Silver solder is a 
much wetter solder than the normal 
tin/lead type, making it virtually impossible 
to leave a dry joint It also makes a far 
stronger mechanical join, which is 
especially important for interconnects that 
will be pulled in and out regularly. 

Another useful tool is adhesive 
heatshrink. This plastic tubing shrinks 
when heat is applied and the glue inside 
melts. It can be used to mechanically join 
the cable to the plug so that the cable 
doesn't break where there is most stress. 

There is no general method for 
making interconnects, much will depend 
on the cable and plug type you choose. It 
usually takes me a couple of attempts to 

decide on 
the best way 
to terminate 
a particular 
plug to a 
particular 
cable, so be 

prepared to have more than one attempt 
But once you've sorted it out you should 
be able to solder up your own super 
quality interconnects for a fraction of the 
price of a finished cable • 

PSEUDO BALANCED CONFIGURATION 

PRE-AMP END 

 AMM-  I 
LEAVE SCREEN 
UNCONNECTED 

CONVENTIONAL CO-AXIAL CONNECTION 

-RIMBrL7i  

A simpler method is to simply twist two 
unscreened, but insulated cores together 
and solder them to the phono plugs. Get 
a friend to hold the two strands whilst 
you twist them with a drill. This gives the 
most consistent and professional finish. 
This cable will be unscreened, and 
therefore should only be used for line 
(high) level signals over short runs (say, 
less than 3m). Because of its simple 
construction it is relatively cheap to use 
silver plated copper or pure silver 
strands for this type of interconnect. 
The construction uses high quality cable 
for both 'hot' (+) and 'cold' (-) signal 
paths, so sonically it is very good. y 

If you are using 
either a thin 
twisted pair of 
unscreened 
wires, a thin co-
axial or thin 
twin core co-

axial, a few turns of the cable can be 
wrapped around a ferrite core to form a 
simple I:I transformer. This means that 
anything that is common to both screen 
and centre core, such as RF noise, will be 
cancelled out. This is a cheap trick that is 
very easy to implement and can make a 
system sound considerably smoother and 
cleaner in the treble. y 

RF FILTERED INTERCONNECT 

FERRITE RING 

UNSCREENED LINE LEVEL CONNECTION 

Sources: 

Maplin Tel: 0702 554161 

Copper, silver plated copper and silver 

wire as well as silver solder, gold plated 

phono plugs, adhesive heatshrink and 

ferrite rings. 

AP Electronics Tel: 0332 674929 

Silver plated copper and pure silver 

wire. 

Wollaton Audio Tel: 0602 

284147 

Suppliers of high quality 

XL0 cable and plugs. 

Audionote Tel: 0273 

220511 

Audionote cable and 

silver plated copper. 



si 
Hart Audio Kits and factory assembled units use the very best 
audiophile components in circuit designs by the renowned John 
Linsley Hood to give you unbeatable performance and unbelievable 
value for money. We have °Ways led the field for easy home 
construction to professional standards, even in the sixties we were 
using easily assembled printed circuits when Heathkit in America 
were still using tagboardsl. Many years of experience and innovation, 
going back to the early Dinsdale and Bailey classics gives us 
incomparable design expertise in the needs of the home constructor. 
The corr.: range of Hart kits is designed to give you the important 
core components of a system as a matching ensemble of audio 
excellence 

1100 Series. LHBOW "Audio Design" Mode Power Amplifier. 

11111111111 
Another masterpiece from the drawing board ofJohn Linsley Hood 
and another opportunity to give a system mega sound performance 
for only a few hundred pounds cost. A host of advanced features, in 
the hands of the skilled designer, give this amplifier a performance 
that really is only equalled, not exceeded, by the 4 or 5 figure price 
tagged exotica 

As always with a HART kit you have the pbasure of building selected, 
state of the art equipment, allied to the knowledge that your money 
has all been spent on quality components, you save all the costs of 
building and testing, plus Me dealen margin on top of these by doing 
it yourself!. 

To give an idea of the measures taken to achieve ultimate quality and 
linearity in this amplifier each of the four output devices is only called 
upon to work at one NINETY-SIXTH part of ils ultimate power rating 

We are proud to offer this latest John Linsley Hood masterpiece, the 
flagship of our range, which we believe is truly the ultimate design for 
the perfectionist, combining as it does the best circuit design, the best 
engineering and the best components, surely the only recipe for REAL 
sound fidelity The HART KIT concept also makes it possible to build an 
amplifier with the facilities YOU want and we offer no less than three 
variations with options on the basic theme to suit your needs One of 
these versions will, we feel sure, caterforyourrequirements. Should your 
requirements change at a later date then upgrades or alteration to a 
different version are no problem, try doing that to your High St store 
amplified 

The Standard version has a passive input selector circuit with Alps 
Precision Low-noise volume and balance controls, switchable CD, 
Tuner and Pre-amp inputs and an optional stereo bargraph output 
level display. The ' Slave' version has stereo power amplifiers and 
standard power supply. The 'Monobloc' version again has the 
standard power supply but since it is only driving one power 
amplifier higher than normal output power is achieved with total 
channel separation. The skive and monobloc venions enable very 
sophisticated bi-amping and active crossover systems to be 
constructed. 

K1100 Complete STANDARD Amplifier Kit, two power amplifier 
channels and one power supply module, direct input passive signal 
selector stage, Construction Manual and RLH11 Reprint. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE Kit IS ONLY£395.21 
Al 100 Factory Assembled  £499.21 

K11005 Complete SLAVE Amplifier Kit, as above but without 
passive input stage 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT IS ONLY£3 33.62 
Al 100SC Factory Assembled  £422.62 

KI 100M Complete MONOBLOC Amplifier Kit, consists of all parts 
for one power amplifier 
channel and one power supply module and all chassis parts. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT IS ONLY£261.20 
Al 100M Factory Assembled £329.20 

All HART kits are designed for easy home construction to the very 
highest standards, and can be built by anyone of average manual 
ability. If you are still not convinced how easy it is to build it yourself 
with a HART kit you can order the Instruction Manual to read for 
yourself and we will refund the cost when you buy your kitl 

PROBABLY THE LAST VINYL PREAMP YOU EVER BUY. 

For those who love the vinyl medium the listening pleasure can 
only be en hanced by using the very best phono preamplifier 
available. The Hart range of phono preamps feature a 

sby;ohinhluinnsiMley«¡Hood.cTirchiusit7irr:ik>t format gives audibly 
superior sound to the standard series feedback system 
normally used and gives a performance that will 
exceed or equal that given by the best of the mega 
priced offerings. Our range includes units to suit 
everyone from the occasional user to the serious 
audiophile. All con be changed to suit moving coil 
or moving magnet cartridges at the flick of a switch. 

Hart Audio Kits - Your Value for 
Money Route to Ultimate Hi-Fi 
2 Penylan Mill, Oswestry, Shropshire, England SY 10 9AF 

phone Oswestry (0691) 652894 
K1500 Series. This is an integrated circuit version of the shunt TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF 
feedback concept, using so little power that it may be run from Modem Books Selected to represent the state of the art today. 

batteries An ideal " first kit" poled as it is very simpb tops together 
and no mains voltages are involved. 
K1500 Complete Kit With Full Instructions 
(Battery Powered)  £73.76 
Al 500 Factory Assembled  £118.76 

K1450 Features a totally discrete component implementation of 
the Shunt Feedback concept. Audiophile grade components fitting 
to an advanced double sided printed circuit board make this a 
product at the leading edge of technology that you will be proud to 
own. Nevertheless with our step by step instructions it is very easy 
and satisfying to assemble. Due to the higher current consumption 
this unit is powered by our mains driven K1565 Audio Power 
Supply, itself an advanced piece of technology in a matching case. 
This supplies the superbly smoothed and stabilised supply lines 
needed by the preamplifier and features a fully potted Hi-grade 
toroidal transformer along with a special limited shift earth for hum 
free operation. Suitable for all moving coil and moving magnet 
transducers this un it is especially recommended for, and will extract 
the very best from the modern generation of low output high quality 
transducers. 

K1450/1565X. Complete RLAA Phono preamplifier, Power 
Supply and power connect cable Kit form  £196.29. 

1450/1565X Factory assembled & tessd. ....... £285.29. 

ALPS PRECISION LOW-NOISE STEREO POTS 

Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched carbon pots and 
replace with the real hi-fi components onhy used selectively in the 
very top fight of World class amplifiers. The improvement in track 
accuracy and matching really is incredible giving better tonal 
balance between channels and rock solid image stability. 

On the motorised venions the 5v DC drive motor is coupled to the 
normal control shaft with a friction dutch so that the control can be 
operated manually cr electrically 

Our prices reprenant sud, super value for pots of this quality due to 
large purzhcses for our own kits. 

MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS 

2-Gang 100K Lin  £15.67 
2-Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log £16.40 
2-Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and 
zero centre loss £17.48 

MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS 

2-Gang 20K Log Volume Control  £26.20 
2-Gang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and less than 10% 
loss in centre 
position  £26.98 

PRECISION Triple Purpose TEST CASSETTE TC1DD. 

Are you sure your tape recorder is set up to give its bast? Our latest 
triple purpose test cassette checks the three most important tape 
parameters without test equipment. Ideal when fitting new heads 
A professional quality, digitally mastered test tape at a price a nyon e 
can afford. 
Test Cassette TC1DD Our price only £10.99. 

DISK-COUNT Classical CD's. 

Top quality, Full Digital (DOD) Compact Disks of the great classical 
favourites. Like everyone else we didn't like the ideo of paying silly 
prices for CD's. After a long search we have now located a source of 
top quality dassical recordings at prices Mal make you suspect the 
quality - until you try them! Send for our lut of titles. 

"THE ART OF UNEAR ELECTRONICS." 
J.L.Linsley Hood. 
Just Outl Hot Off the Press, the definitive electronics and audio book 
by the renownedlohn Linsley Hood This 300+ page book will give 
you an unparalleled insight into the workings of all types of valve 
and solid state audio circuits. Loam how to read circuit diagrams 
and understand amplifiers and how they are designed to give the 
best sound. The virtues and vices of passive and active components 
are examined and there am separate sections covering power 
supplies and the sources of noise and hum. As one would expect 
from this writerthe hisloryand derivation of audio amplifier circuitry 
have an entire chapter, as does test and measurement equipment. 
Copiously illustrated this book is incredible value for the amount of 
information it contains on the much neglected field of linear, as 
opposed to digital, electronics . Indeed it most be destined to 
become the standard reference for all who work, or ore interested 
in, this field 

SPECIAL OFFER. With each book purchased you may request a 
FREE extended index, written by the Author, exclusively from HART. 
0-7806-0868-4.  £16.95 

Don't forget most of our kits have reprints of articles byJohn Linsley 
Hood that you can purchase separably. 

"DIGITAL AUDIO AND COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY" 
2nd Edition. Baert, Theunissen and Vergult (SONY Europe) 
A thoroughlywell written book covering the field of recording media 
starling with the Phonograph right through to modern professional 
PCJvi digital recording sr terns with particular and extens ive coverage 
on the compact disc. All aspects of the recording and reproduction 
processes are explained with separate chapters on such things as 
compact disc encoding and the use of cross interleave Reed-
Soloman error correction code (CIRC). This book is of course 
essential reading for engineers and students involved in the field but 
its very low prices makes it ideal for the enthusiast of recorded music 
who wants to know more about the hidden processes going on his 
CD player. 
1992/94 248 Pages. 247 x 190. 
0-7506-0614-2  £17.95 

'THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK" Vance Dickason 
(4th Edn.) 

9 information you need to build the loudspeaker system you 
. d always wanted but could not afford Easy ways to pick the 

exact box size, the ideal drivers, and the correct way to feed the 
music to your new super loudspeaker system. Over 140 pages 
pocked with important design data. 

1991.152 Pages. 
0-9624-191-7-6    £22.95 

"THE ART OF SOLDERING" 
R. Brewster 
Absolutely essential reading for anyone who ever picks up a 
soldering iron. Written from knowledge gained in a lifetime in the 
field, this is the first book ever solely devoted to this essential and 
neglected skill for all electronic enthusiasts. Covers everything from 
the correct choice of soldering iron and solder to the correct 
procedures to follow with many illustrations and practical exercises 
0-85935-3243.  £3.95 

Postage on Single Books is £ 1.50 except for The Art Linear 
Electronics, Digital Audio and Compact Disc Technology and The 
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook which are £3.50. Two, or more 
books are only £4.50, any size, any quantity. 

Classics tram the "Golden Aae"  

"THE WIWAMSON AMPLIFIER." 
D.T.N.Williamson 
In April 1947, Williamson's power amplifier, using excellent-

quality push/pull output valves, a special output transformer, and 
a highly filtered power supply, became an overnight success. The 
author takes the reader deep into his design considerations, 
offering practical advise on how to build the units plus concise 
instructions on setting up the new 
amp. A cult dauic. 

1947, Reprinted 1990. 40 Pages 
0-9624-1918-4   £6.95 

LOUDSPEAKERS; THE WHY AND HOW OF GOOD 
REPRODUCTION. G.A Briggs This easytareadckusic, lastrevised 
in 1949, introduces the reader to concepts such as impedance, 
phons and decibels, frequency response, reponse curves, volume 
and walls, resonance and vibration, cabinets and baffles, horns, 
room acoustics, transients, crossovers, negative feedback, Doppler 
and phase effects, and much more. A provocative survey of the right 
questions about sound reproduction. 

1949 Reprinted 1990. 88 Pages. 
0-9624-1913-3 £8.95 

Send or phone for your copy of our FREE list of these and many other Kits & Components. Enquires from Overseas customers are equally welcome, but PLEASE send 2 
IRCs if you want a list sent surface post, or 5 for Airmail. Ordering is easy. Just write or telephone your requirements to sample the friendly and efficient HART 
services. Payment by cheque, cash or credit card. A telephoned order with your credit card number will get your order on its way to you THAT DAY. 
Please add part cost of carriage and insurance as follows. INLAND Orders up to £20 - £ 1.50, Order over £20 - £3.50. Express 
Courier, next working day £ 10. OVERSEAS - Please see the ordering information with our lists. 

QUALITY 

AUDIO KITS 

24hrs. SALES LINE 

0691 652894 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 
UK/ EC VAT 



WILMSLOW KIT LOUDSPEAKER 

WILMSLOW 

SPL-1 

SPEAKER 

KIT 

Built and listened to by David Harris. 

W
ilmslow Audio have been 
producing loudspeaker kits for 
many years now, most of which 

are larger than the small, two-way SPL-Is 
which retail for £ 196 plus a £ 10 carriage 
charge. 

For those people wishing to own a 
pair, but hesitate at constructing their 
own, Wilmslow will assemble the SPL- I 
for an extra £30 on top of the kit price. 
A full range of spares are available 

should anything go wrong, and upgrades 

are offered. If anyone wishes to audition 
the finished kits, they can do so in one of 
Wilmslow's four demonstration rooms. 

THE SPL- I LOUDSPEAKER 
This is a small two-way reflex design with 
an internal cabinet volume of II litres. It 
uses a Morel MW 142 bass unit which has 
an unusually large voice coil (75mm in 
diameter) which surrounds the magnet, 
and a damped polymer composite cone. 
The high frequencies are delivered by a 
Morel MDT29 28mm soft dome tweeter, 
which receives its signal from a high 
quality crossover circuit incorporating 
Solen polypropylene capacitors and air 
cored inductors for maximum sound 
quality. 

The sturdy 18mm thick MDF panels 
were machined very accurately in the kit I 
built, fitting together very neatly - a 
characteristic I'm sure is shared by their 
other kits. The instructions supplied were 
fairly easy to follow, though might prove 
difficult for a complete novice who has 
never seen inside a loudspeaker before or 
possesses no understanding of electronics 
whatsoever. Still, I don't think Wilmslow 
have aimed their kits at the complete 
novice and I doubt if such a person would 
want to build a pair anyway. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The first thing I did was to check that 
everything was there - nothing's worse 
than discovering that a binding post is 
missing minutes away from completion! 
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WILMSLOW KIT LOUDSPEAKER 

Everything is supplied with this kit, right 

down to grille cloth and fixings. 

Secondly, I soldered the crossover 
components to the PCBs supplied and 
divided the connection cable into eight 
even lengths which I then soldered to the 
circuit boards. I checked, double-checked 
and finally asked Dominic to check the 
made up crossovers against the printed 
diagrams in the instructions before 
screwing them inside the top of the 
cabinets. 

NOTE: There is only just enough 
room inside the cabinet for the crossover, 
so make sure that the leads to the drive 
units and the binding posts do not stick 
out past the ends of the circuit board too 
much (as mine did originally), or you'll 
have difficulty in squeezing them in. Ft's 
also a good idea to label and tin the ends 
of the leads in advance, or it'll be more 
time consuming later. 
I then cut the supplied acoustic 

laminate to size, using a ruler and sharp 
knife ('Naming: Always cut away from 
your body and precious 
fingers). This gives a 
nice accurate cut, but 
did cause problems 
with the blade 
continually 'gunging' up, 
making it sticky and 
more difficult to use. 
Keep checking that 
they are correctly sized 
by holding the panels 
together, before 
removing the protective paper on the 
self-adhesive backing and sticking them in 
place. When this is done, the made up 

"The 

produce 

is to first lay the front baffle board (with 
the port already in place) face down on a 
flat surface and put into position the top, 
bottom and side panels, with the centre 
brace helping to align everything. 
Removing one side panel at a time, I then 
squeezed a trail of Evo-stik Resin 'W' 
wood glue (not supplied) along the three 
recesses to make contact with the top, 
bottom and brace pieces. 

After doing this for both side pieces 
(the front baffle still keeping everything in 
alignment, although not yet glued to 
anything) I wrapped two lengths of 
stretched carpet tape around the cabinet 
to pull the panels tightly together. I then 
lifted everything off the front baffle, being 
careful to keep the shape, (watch the 
central brace - it may slide out) and put a 
trail of glue on the baffle's recesses before 
attaching the remaining taped-together 
cabinet, which then experienced a similar 
amount of stretched parcel tape to press 

It is best to fix the crossover and panel damping before gluing the cabinet together. 

crossovers can be screwed to the top 
panel, the screws going through the 
acoustic laminate and self-tapping into the 

two drive units integrate well to 

an open, transparent midrange." 

MDF, then the cabinets are ready to be 
glued together. 
I found that the easiest way to do this 

everything firmly together. That doesn't 
sound like an 'easy' way, I hear you say. 
Okay, there are probably easier ways, but 

this gives an accurate 
construction and minimises 

The cabinets were left 
to dry for several hours, then 
the 'Tessamel' strip was cut 
to length and stuck to the 
flange of the recessed panel 
for the bass/mid unit Both 
bass driver and tweeter 
were then soldered to the 
labelled connection leads 

and screwed tightly in place. Before 
glueing the back panel to the rest of the 
cabinet, the loudspeakers were tested to 
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WILMSLOW KIT LOUDSPEAKER 

Apply an even layer of glue to the cabinet seams. 

check that they were working correctly, 
fortunately all was well. ht would be 
extremely difficult to remove (and 
replace) the crossover circuit once the 
entire cabinets have been stuck together, 
so it is most important that everything is 
working properly before finally assembling 
them. 

The soft dome tweeter protrudes 
from the front baffle arid it would be 
crushed if the speakers were to rest face 
down on a flat surface, so in order to fit 
the back panel, which required some 
force, I doubled up the grill frames and 
rested the speakers (one at a time) face 
down on them to protect 
the tweeter. After 
connecting the cables to 
the correct binding posts 
and inserting the gameted 
acrylic waste into the top 
half of the cabinets, the 
back could then be fitted. 
In my case, the back was 
such a tight squeeze that I 
had to gently and carefully 
tap it into place with a 
hammer. Again, a lot of 
stretched parcel tape 
ensured that a good strong 
join was made between 
the MDF panels. 

Several hours later 
when the glue had fully 
dried the speakers 
endured a running in 
period as suggested by 
Wilmslow before their 
sound quality could be 
properly assessed. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The most striking aspect of 
the SPL- Is is their ability to 

Use stretchy tape to pull the cabinet firmly into shape and 

leave to dry. 

create a soundstage of such 
great width and depth that it 
completely belies their size. 
Their imagery is excellent, 
vocalists appear in the centre so 
convincingly that you cannot 
comprehend the fact that their 
voice is coming through the 
speakers, creating a real sense of 
presence in the music. 
They kick out a reasonably 
powerful bass which has a 
certain amount of warmth to it 
without sounding bloated, the 
SPL- Is exercise great control as 
far as low frequencies are 
concerned. The huge toms 
heard at the end of Private 
Investigations by Dire Straits had 
an impressive amount of scale 
and power, again giving the 
impression that larger speakers 
were performing. Listening to a 
Seal CD proved to me that the 
bass could sometimes be a bit 
overpowering, although this 

might be attributable to the recording in 
this case, 

The two drive units integrate well to 
produce an open, transparent midrange. 
Vocalists keep that real human quality of 
'breath' that many other speakers fail to 
provide. Occasionally I thought that the 
midrange was a little harsh: violins could 
glare at you rather than play to you. This 
was less apparent with vocals, which 
mostly sounded unstrained and had a 
good quality of freedom to them. Pianos 
had a warm, full presentation and came 
across quite to scale, a factor that is 
seldom seen in loudspeakers of this size. 

The treble got progressively smoother 
as the speakers ran in, but was still 
sounding quite sharp when I listened to 
them. The MDT29 tweeters gave a lot of 
insight into the detail of the music, 
complementing the middle frequencies 
with a fine amount of clarity. Cymbals 
'rang' quite naturally, but did seem a 
touch lightweight in presentation. 

For just over £200 and about 4 hours 
work the SPL- Is offer high quality at a 
relatively low cost for the DIY enthusiast. 
As well as the satisfaction gained from 
constructing them yourself, I think you'll 
be equally happy with the level of sound 
quality at this price level • 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The SPL Is have an interesting 

measured performance. The frequency 

response is strongly biased towards the 

midband with rolled off treble and bass. 

I would expect them to have a soft 

treble and light bass as a result, although 

the bass may be bolstered well by near-

wall placement. I would expect the SPL 

Is to have a forward midrange and the 

peak in the midband around I kHz may 

also add a little hardness to instruments 

such as violin. 

The impedance curve is a smooth 

one hovering around 5-812 throughout 

the majority of the audio band, only 

dipping low ( 3i2) in the treble. But 

sensitivity, measured using a nominal 

watt ( 2.83V) of pink noise and at a 

distance of I m, was desperately low at 

83dB. A large and powerful solid state 

amplifier will be required to get decent 

levels from the SPL Is. DB 

Frequency Response 

+5 

o 

-s 

I 2Hz 

Impedance 
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2.5 10 20 50 100 

20kHz 

500 1k 
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OWTER 
TRANSFORMERS 

Sowter Transformers have been used by the Professional Audio 

Market throughout the world for at least the last twenty - five 

years. 

Using modern technology and Computer Aided Design we are 

now able to offer a complete design and manufacture service. 

Our current lists show a range of over 50 output, 70 power 

transformers and nearly 30 chokes. 

E. A. SOVVTER LTD 
P.O. BOX 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL 

Tel: 0473 252794. Fax: 0473 236188 SENDS. A. E. FOR DETAILS 

rLockwood Audio 
Tel: 081-207 4472 Fax: 081-207 5283 

WE BUY AND SELL NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
SPEAKERS, DRIVERS, CABINETS, PARTS 

SPEAKER REPAIRS 
THE 

Authorised IMMIX Specialist 

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 
IMPERIAL STUDIOS, 
MAXWELL ROAD, 

BOREHAMWOOD, HERTS. WD6 1WE 

VACUUM TUBES are BACK... 
and they sound better than ever! 
Glass Audio is a quarterly journal designed for dedicated music lovers who've always 
known tube equipment sounds better than solid state. 

The articles have special emphasis on construction with projects ranging from simple 

modifications of existing equipment, to restorations, to construction of the most 

sophisticated designs available today. The projects include schematics, parts lists and 

instructions. An annual feature is a world directory of international tube dealers and 

manufacturers. 

Here's a sampling of recent articles: ST-70 with Solid-State Regulation, Rebuilding Tube 

Amps, An Electrostatic Headphone Amp, Greening the ReVox G36, Restore your Scott 

Tuner, Soft Start for Tubes, 70 Watts of McIntosh Power, Output Transformer-less Amp, 

Vacuum Tube Voltage Regulator plus Vacuum Tube AC Feedback Amps. 

We don't expect everyone to subscribe--

just those who savor a taste for warm, satisfying tube sound. 

, 
Please enter my airmailed subscription for 2, . Two years (8 issues) at $60 6LDs_si ritui)/(,) . One year (4 issues) at $35 

Charge to my D VISA 0 Mastercard U Bill me 

Remit in US S, drawn on US bank. Allow up to 6 weeks for delivery. 

CARD NO. EXP 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY COUNTRY POSTAL CODE 

PO BOX 176, DEPT. HFWS Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA 
FAX (603) 924-9467 

sjs electroacoustics 
We otter affordable British products designed with the benefit of almost 50 years of experience Our 

transformers are hand wound and made from the finest materials. The designs are specified according to 

their reflected primary impedance, maximum dc standing current and maximum power Frequency 

response is typically within 1dB from 20Hz to 40KHz and 4 and 8 ohm secondary taps are provided The 

power rating of the OPT should be up to twice the maximum power output of the stage 

Single Ended Output Transformers 

primary Z max dc max power suggested valve type once (inn) 

se101 2K5 75mA 

seins 3K0 75mA 

seins 3K5 75mA 

se1 04 3K5/ 43% UL 80mA 

se1 05 2K6/43%UL 110mA 

se106 10K0 75mA 

se201 11(25 150mA 

se202 1K5 170mA 

5.203 11(75 170mA 

Also available se OTX for 6080 

Push Pull Output Transformers 

type a to a Z 

25W 3008, 2A3 

25W 30013, 2A3 

25W 3005, 2A3 

25W 61.34, 300B(ornit UL taps) 

25W parallel EL34, 300E1 

50W 211 

30W parallel 2A3/300B 

30W parallel 2A3/300B 

30W parallel 30013 

£66 82 

£67 57 

£69 12 

£67 36 

£68 14 

£16685£  
82 24 

£84 63 

£86 95 

max dc max P suggested valve type price (inc) 

pp101 5K0 6OrnA 15W 2,5.3 

pp102 91(0 50mA 15W EL84 

pp103 5K0 65mA 30W 2A3 

pp1 04 51(6 100mA 25W EL34 

pp105 7K0 100mA 30W EL34 

pp106 4K0 100mA 30W EL84 

pp107 6K0 100mA SOW 845 

pp201 3K3 80mA 50W parallel EU34 

pp202 2K5 120mA 20W parallel 2A3 

Also available push-pull OTX for 30013, 5881 and 6080 

£49 35 

£54 05 

£58 75 

£60 51 

£62 28 

£63.39 

£72 85 

£79 92 

£68 15 

All the above can be supplied with ultra linear taps at no extra cost, and fully shrouded, open frame o, 

drop through as required 

Please enquire about any requirements not listed here A large range of mains transformers and power 

supply chokes is also avalable 

We also supply a full range of quality parts including Black Gates caps, polypropylene power supply 

caps, Vitamin O caps, silver wire, resistors, speakers, Alps pots. advice and lots more 

Export and Trade Enquires welcome. 

For further information and a catalogue send an A4 or AS SSAE to: 

sjs electroacoustics 
Ben-Dor, Lumb Carr Rd, Holcombe, Bury, BL8 4NN. 

AP ELECTRONICS 
Audiophile Quality parts at competitive prices. 

Large stocks of HOLCO and Vishay resistors; wide selection of high 

quality Capacitors' Semi-Conductors, Cables, Switches and Rhodium 

plated Connectors. 

New Component Notes  

How to get the very best from building the greates projects using parts 

from AP Electronics. 

ACN 35 headphone amp £ 1.00 

ACN 36 HFW for the 300B Valve Amp £2.00 

AP 1994 Stocktaking Sale 

Send for latest list of Stock taking bargains including half price 

HOLCO's. 

AP Performance Audio 

Action packed newsletter on the very latest in high perfomance parts. 

New additions to the AP Catalogue. New amplifier designs and 

projects, component bargain offers and much much more. Send 

A4/A5 SAE for your FREE copy. 

Trade Customers  

Send for Trade Price List 

The components hot line Tel:- 0332 674929 for free advice 9-10 am 

Mon-Sat Message machine for your credit card orders at other times 

AP Electronics, The Derwent Business Centre, Clarke Street, 

Derby. DEI 2BU Tel/Fax'- 0332 298836 in 
VISA 
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BOOK REVIEW 

The Art of Electronics 
Paul Horowitz and Winfield Hill, Cambridge University Press, reviewed by Dominic Baker. 

I
first came across The Art of 
Electronics whilst studying at Salford 
University. At the beginning of term 

the tutor gave out a list of books that 
would be required for the course. There 
were several on each topic we were to 
cover, some with quite obscure and 
bizarre titles. But at the bottom there was 
The Art of Electronics, described as the 
essential general electronics book for all 
engineering students. And how right they 
were. 

The Art of Electronics is by far one of 
the most useful, understandable and 
practical books on the subject of 
electronics I have ever come across. I 
have my battered copy sitting on the 
bookshelf, and it is regularly called upon. 

The book is written in plain English, 

albeit with an American accent, since this 
is a U.S. publication. Credits link Paul 
Horowitz with Harvard University and 
Winfield Hill with the Rowland Institute of 
Science, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

The first chapter, Foundations, covers 
the basic principles of electronics such as 
the meaning of voltage, current, resistance 
and what have you. Ft then moves on to 
passive components and how they are 
used to form the basic building blocks 
used in all electronic circuits. Foundations 
goes further than just this, giving the 
novice a thorough background in many 
other important areas they will come 
across in later chapters. 

Following Foundations are ten 
chapters that go into greater depth on 
various electronic topics. Chapter 2 starts 

with the basics of transistors, from 
a simple transistor switch through 
the common configurations like 
emitter follower and common 
emitter, as well as covering biasing 
and other key techniques of 
transistor application. By the end 
of the chapter the reader should 
be familiar with amplifier building 
blocks and have a good 
understanding of how transistors 
work. 

In a similar fashion, Chapter 3 
continues with Field-Effect 
Transistors (FETs) and by Chapter 
4 enough theory has been 
covered to enable the principles 
of feedback and the function of 
operational amplifiers to be 
approached. Chapter 5 then 
shows how transistors and op-
amps can be used to make active 
filters and oscillators. The book 
progresses on like this right up to 
Chapter I I, where it reaches 
microprocessors. 
The way the book builds up 

from the initial Foundations 
chapter, following on from one 
topic to use the information in 
the next, is the key to its success. 
A lot of thought has obviously 
gone into structure, so if you read 
the book in order, whenever a 
new topic is approached, the 
background is already in place. 
Additionally, at the end of each 
chapter, there are circuit ideas, 
good and bad, demonstrating 
what will actually work in practice 
and what won't. 
The final four chapters have a 

much more practical bias, with 
advice on circuit board fabrication, 
construction hints, power supplies, and 
measurement But it's not over yet, 
because the appendices describe how an 
oscilloscope functions, has some basic 
maths, resistor colour code charts, how to 
draw schematic diagrams and load lines 
etc, etc. 

This really is one of the most 
comprehensive electronics books available 
today, one that everyone interested in 
electronics, be they novice or professional 
engineer, should have in their collection; 
it's a modem day electronics Bible • 

Available from technical bookshops or 

mail order from Hi-Fi World, see page 

101 in the main issue. 
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KIT & COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 
LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS 

Bandor Design & Development Studios 
II Penfold Cottages, Penfold Lane, Holmer 
Green,Bucks HPI5 6XR Tel. (0494) 714058 
Bandor Musical Dhve Units cover the entire 
audio spectrum with one 50mm ( 100Hz - 35K) 
and one 150mm (20Hz - 8K). One driver covers 
2/3 RD of the frequency. Crossovers 150 Hz/8K. 
Anodised aluminium spun cones. 1.3 grams 
moving mass gives cnsp transients. Good power 
handling. Robust 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE. 

Tabula Rasa 
136 Kilnwood, High Wycombe, HPI4 4UR 
TeL (0494) 565116 
A young company specialising in the distribution of 
loudspeaker kits, components, accessohes, and 
design measuring equipment from Germany, 
where the DIY loudspeaker has been well 
established and very successful for many years. 
We handle speaker kits (with or without 
cabinets), a wide range of drivers, filters, filter 
components and accessories. Very low cable prices. 
Loudspeaker designs, measurement systems and 
high quality filter components also available. 30 
day money back guarantee on all speaker kits Send 
£2.00 (returnable on purchase of any speaker kit) for 
our catalogue. Trade enquines welcome 

Faraday Sound 
248 Hall Road, Norwich, NR1 2PVV. 
Tel. 0603 762967 
Loudspeakers in Concrete Now you can build your 
own low density concrete cabinet enclosure Faraday 
FS I , Siren, FS5, FS I 0 or a design of your owl choice 
Stunning sound Simple DIY skills only. Instruction 
guide for only £3.95. Indudes reviews, photo's etc 
and at least £5.00 discount off any further products 
purchased from us e.g. ready made cabinets. Also £25 
- £ 150 off any complete loudspeakers! 

Falcon DIY Speakers 
Falcon Electronics, Tabor House, Mulbarton, 
Norfolk NR14 8JT Tel. 0508 78272 
Falcon sell kits, drive units and crossover components 
and have a large range of books arid back issues of kit 
magazines Please send large SAE (34p) for free price 
list 

Wilmslow Audio 
Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate, 
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX 
Tel. 0565 650605 Fax. 0565 650080 
Extenswe range of drive units and over 30 different 
designs of self-assembly kit Two 'ATC kits now 
available. Drive units include those from KEF, 
Dynaudio, Audax. SEAS, Peerless, Scanspeak and 
Morel. Everything required for the loudspeaker 
builder arid four dem rooms to listen to the kits in 
built-up form. Two new kits from Morel - one 3 
litre, magnetically shielded, one I 1 litre book 
shelf 

IPL Acoustics 
2 Laverton Road, Westbury, Wilts BA 13 BRS 
Tel. 0373 823333 
IPL supply a range of eight speaker kits using drive 
units from SEAS, Morel, Audax, Visaton etc. including 
four transmission lines to suit all room sizes. We 
also supply a frJII range of drive units, capacitors, and 
cabinet accesones as well as silver plated P.T.F.E. 
insulated cables. 

DBS Audio 
PO Box 91, Bury St EdmundsSuffolk IP30 ONF 
Tel. 0284 828926 
Sole authorised supplier of DBS loudspeaker kits 
designed by Dave Beniman. The acclaiined DBS6 kit 
includes Morel tweeters and custom built woofers, 
plus top qualrty pre-assembled crossover and 
components 

VALVE AND OUPUT TRANSFORMER 
SUPPUERS 

P.V. Tubes 
104 Abbey Street, Accrington, Lancs. BB5 1EE 
Tel. 0254 236521/232611 24 tirs sip 
Fax. 0254395361 
For all your electronic components. Valves are new 
in branded boxes and matched pairs areavailable. 
Pls call for types and pnces.We are closed all day 
Wednesday. 

Vintage Valves, 
PO Box 147, Station A, Vancouver B.C. Canada, 
U6C 2M3. Fax (604) 876 5876. 
Dynaco, Sherwood, Scott The Fisher, McIntosh, Eico, 
Harmon Kardon, Heath, Altec, Stromberg-
Carbon. Many vintage parts and equipment 
available on request. 

Wilson Valves 
28 Banks Ave., Golcar, Huddersfield,West Yorks 
HD7 4LZ. Tel. 0484 654650/420774. 
Fax. 0484 655699. 
Mail order. Call us to find out more about out 
extensive range of valves. Over 1,000 different 
types stocked. S.A.E. for list. (Please mark for Dept 
HEW). 

Langrex Supplies Ltd 
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP 
Tel. 081 684 1166 or fax. 081 684 3056 
One of the largest distributors of electronic valves, tubes 
and semi-conductors in the UK by original UK and USA 
manufacturers Obsolete types are a speciality. 
Telephone or fax for an immediate quotation. 

Billington Export Ltd. 
1E Gillmans Trading Est., Billinghurst, 
Sussex RHI4 9E3 
Tel. 0403 784961 or fax. 0403 783 519. 
Billington Export Ltd. holds large stocks of audio 
valves including many obsolete brands such as 
Mullard, GEC, Brimar etc. as well as Sovtek and 
Thermionic Gold Brand. Also Cathode Ray Tubes 
(eg used in Marantz tuner I OB). 40-page catalogue 
available, tel or fax for a quotation. Minimum order 
£50.00. 

PM Components 
Springhead Enterprise Park Springhead Road, 
Gravesend„ Kent DA II 3HD Tel. 0474 560521 
Suppliers of Shuguang Golden Dragon valves amongst 
others. 

Sowter Transformers 
EA Sowter Ltd 
PO Box 36, Ipswich IPI 2EL 
Tel. 0473 219390(252794 
Output and mans transformers for GEC KT88 cirtiurts. 
Can also make any other transformer to order Send 
SAE for lists and data 

Chelmer Valve Company 130 New London Road, 
Chelmsford Essex CM2 ORG 
Tel 0245 265865 Fax. 0245 490064. 
Suppler of premium range of audio valves other valves 
and components also available. (Please see our ad on 
inside back cover of this supplement). 

RESTORATION 

GT Audio 5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, 
Bucks UB9 5EJ Tel. 0895 833099 
Professional repair/restoration of all hi-fi including dassic 
and vintage equipment Suppler of very high quality 
electronic components, in particular types which are 
difficult to source. Orignal valves available, i.e.. Mulled, 
Brimar, GEC GE RCA Sylvania etc 

YOU CAN ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION 
FOR ONLY £30. 

CONTACT CAROLINE KNOTT 
ON: 

071 - 2660969. 

COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd Penylan Mill, Oswestry, 
Shropshire SYI0 9AF 24 Hr sales / enquiries 
Tel. 0691 652892 
A range of Audiophile kits for 80 watt Power 
Amplifiers, Tuners, Pre-Amps and Moving Coil / 
Moving Magnet RIAA Pickup Preamps. All kits 
are fully engineered, with our thirty years design 
expehence, for easy constructions from circuits 
by John Lindsey Hood, the most respected 
designer in the field. Send for lists. 

Audio Components Ltd 
Albany Court, Albany Road, Granby Industrial 
Estate, Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 9TH 
Tet 0305 761017 Fax. 0305 761492 
Audio Components supply the Audio Innovations 
Classic 25 Kit Amplifier. This valve Line lntergrated 
design offers 4 line inputs, a tape loop and 25 
watts of Class A power in an elegant 
domestically fhendly casework lt comes with a 
comprehensive 40 page instruction manual and 
a guaranteed fixed pnce competion service 
should any difficulties be encountered. Price is £699. 

SJS Acoustics 
Ben-Dor, Lumb Carr Road, Holcombe, 
Bury, BL8 4NN. 
Suppliers of difficult to find high quality 
components for valve amplifiers: including Single 
Ended Output Transformers, Signal and Power 
Supply Capacitors, PTFE Board and Silver Wire. 
For full information and a catalogue send an 
SSAE to the above address. 

AP Electronics 
20 Derwent Centre, Clarke Street, 
Derby, DEI 2BU 
Check out the AP electronics 1993 catalogue ft's free 
with every order over £30.03. AP - for pre-amp kits 
power amp kits, integrated amp kits plus everything 
else from resistors to mains cables 

Chelmer Valve Company (ph look under valves) 

Electrornail 
PO Box 33, Corby, Northants NN 17 9EL 
Tel: 0536 204555 
The branch of the well known RS Components trade 
mail order business that deals wrth the public They 
have a huge range of components and catalogues to 
match. 

Omni Electronics 
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH 16 5DX 
Tel. 031 667 2611 
A wide range of components aimed at the hobbyist 
competitive VAT incl. prices, mail order and a friendly 
service Open Mon-Thurs 9.15-6.00, Friday 9.15-5.00 
and Sat's 9.30-5.CO. 

RATA Ltd 
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, 
Cumbria LA8 9AS Tel. 0539 823247 
RATA specialise in supplying high grade audiophile 
components and cables. They also have a small range 
of drive units and kit ampfrfers. 

VINTAGE DIY 

Loricraft Audio 
4 Big Lane, Goose Green, Lamboum, 
Berks RG16 7SQ Tel. 0488 72267 
Specialist restoration of 30I's and 401's using genuine 
spares and re-manufactured parts to orignal pristine 
standards in our newly built workshops designed 
primarily for these purposes 

CLASSIC TURNTABLES 

Technical & General 
P.O. Box 53, Crowborough, 
East Sussex TN6 2BY. Tel. 0892 654534. 
The ohginal specialist source of spares, 
restorations and overhauls for the classic 
turntables. Years of actual experience and 
comprehensive range of parts (orieinals and re-
manufactures), manuals, ancillahesi-No dubious 
'improvements' - no harmful 'modifications'. 
Our specialities: Connoisseur Garrard; Goldring; 
Lenco; S.M.E.; Thorens: Watts; Ortofon; Shure: 
Cartidges and styli for 78s Mono LPs. Stereo LPs. 
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Letters 
ACTIVE CROSSOVER 

I've recently been converted 

to your magazine by the 

excellent practical advice you 

give. As a consequence I've 

had my interest in building 

some equipment re-kindled. 

I'd like to start with an active 

cross-over as I'm at a stage 

where I'm sorting out pre-amp 

to power amp interconnects 

and speaker cables. To save 

money I wondered if 

companies supplied cable and 

plugs to make them up myself. 

The rest of the system 

comprises Meridian CD 208-

Deltec Black Slink - Exposure 

XI Pre-Amp with X II PSU - 

4X Musical Fidelity MA50s - 

TDL Studio 3s firing down a 

room with suspended floors 

and solid walls 22' x 16'. 

I like the qualities of silver 

cables and suppose the natural 

choice would be to stick with 

DPA, although I wondered if 

Silver Sounds would suit my 

system and allow me to use 

AudioNote components with 

the money I saved. I thought 

12/2 speaker cable hard wired 

onto the drivers and 12/3 

interconnects hard wired into 

the cross-overs, the lengths 

are in pre-amp to power amp 

to power amp I .5m and 0.7m 

and power amps to speakers 

15m. 

I don't have a budget as 

such, but will need to save 

more if you feel the system 

would really benefit from DPA 

Black Slink and 16. If possible, I 

would like to open up the 

midband, smooth the treble 

and add more scale and detail 

to the bass. I'm using 

interconnects as supplied with 

the pre-amp which I was told 

by the shop were Exposure's 

own and the best to use. I was 

also told the pre-amp would 

benefit from shorted phono 

plugs inserted in the spare 

inputs and mains cabling and 

earthing care was essential. 

Could you help me with this? 

I would appreciate any 

help you could give me or any 

books you could recommend 

on cross-overs (active) and 

any other areas which might 

be improved. I'm very pleased 

with the system so far, but am 

a bit lost with the cables, as 

this seems to be quite an 

ambiguous and elusive subject 

in this part of the country. 

And finally, what directions 

are open to me on the 

upgrading ladder? I'd like to 

hear a Concordant Exillerant 

which I tried unsuccessfully to 

audition before buying the 

Exposures and I'd also like to 

hear a pair of Pentacolumns. 

One day perhaps. 

Robert P. Littlewood 

Leeds. 

PS: Do power amps benefrt 

from floor or shelf mounting, 

as I'm building an isolating 

table at the moment? 

Maplin Electronics (Tel: 0702 

554161), who are a large mail 

order supplier of electronic 

components supply the cable 

and plugs you would need to 

make your own 

interconnects. They sell pure 

silver screened interconnect 

cable for £ 16/mono metre, 

silver solder which makes the 

best contact to the plug for 

£7.90/metre, Gold plated 

phono plugs for between 

£1.60 and £2.20 each and 

adhesive lined heatshrink for 

£3.95 for a I.2m length which 

will ensure that the plug and 

cable don't separate under 

stress. 

Solid silver interconnects 

certainly do seem to smooth 

treble and increase midrange 

detail and presence, so I think 

that these should fit your 

system quite nicely. 

If you are looking at 

building an active crossover 

there is really only one book 

you need, the Active- Filter 

cookbook by Don Lancaster. 

This contains all of the 

relevant theory and practical 

advice. It is available by Mail 

Order from The Modern 

Book Co, Tel: 071 402 9176. 

DB 

HOW ABOUT A 
HORN? 

1 have taken Hi-Fi World for 

the past three months and I 

must applaud you for 

encouraging your readers to 

have a go at building it 

themselves. I thought the 

1980s had killed of this fruitful 

pastime. The pursuit of DIY 

guarantees the esoteric. 

A couple of questions. My 

speakers are Spendor SIO0s, 

driven by an Audiolab 8000P. 

After reading your review of 

the Sugden A21a, I was 

interested and contacted 

Sugden who said, at 20 watts, 

it would not drive my speakers 

effectively. Yet, the valve 

brigade are adamant that a 

15wpc valve amplifier would 

walk away with the job. 

Would Noel care to 

comment. Sensitivity of the 

SI 00s is 89.5dB. 

Back to DIY. Having buiit 

my own car and having fitted a 
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kitchen, bathroom, toilet and 

bedroom I've found you can 

end up with that which suits 

both functionally and visually. 

The great bonus being that it 

is hardly likely that anyone has 

precisely the same. 

As you have started the 

ball rolling, how about starting 

a new wave 'lunatic fringe?' I 

refer, of course, to the building 

of horn loaded speakers. (Mr. 

G. Welford of Billingham I 
hope you read this.) Over the 

years, there have been 

numerous designs published in 

the hi-fi press. But three have 

always stayed in my mind. 

Firstly, the concrete variety 

bunt into the alcove each side 

of the chimney breast. 

Secondly, some enterprising 

chap used the wall cavity of his 

house as bass loading. But the 

third alternative is the most 

appealing from the domestic 

and practical stand-point. This 

entailed slinging a pair of horns 

underneath the suspended 

floor. 

Come on Hi-Fi World, the 

gauntlet is down. Thinking caps 

on. Let us have some theory 

and background information 

together with dimensions etc 

for some gorgeous beasts. 

Also, of course, possible drive 

unit line up or should they be 

used best purely as sub-

woofers? A much better 

arrangement than having a 

cabinet sub- bass unit taking up 

precious living room. 

These speakers are, 

apparently, guilty of 

reproducing subterranean 

bass. A marvellous expression. 

Since the late fifties 1 have 

always owned a decent 

system. My collection of music 

is mostly classical, but I have a 

good many rock, reggae and 

pop records. 

D.C. Fairbairn 

West Yorkshire 

The Spendor SI 00s use a 

heavy Homopolymer 5" 

midrange unit and a similarly 

weighty 12" Bextrene bass 

driver. They are extremely 

clean and detailed in their 

sound, but I'm surprised they 

are so efficient. Spendor 

confirmed that sensitivity was 

89dB and characteristic 

impedance nominally 8ohms, 

so the AU2la would be able 

to drive them to healthy 

levels without too much 

problem. What Sudgen may 

be worried about is that the 

AU2 I a won't have enough 

power to drive them to party 

levels though. I'd suggest you 

get a demonstration first, 

then you can judge for 

yourself whether 20watts is 

enough. 

A 15watt valve amplifier 

would be able to drive the 

S 100s to moderate levels, but 

you need to check this match 

first. 

We would love to do a 

horn loudspeaker and have 

talked at length about such a 

design many times in the past. 

To produce a good horn 

loudspeaker that is easy 

enough to build for the home 

constructor, affordable and 

domestically suitable is, 

however, dificult and we do 

have a great number of 

projects already running that 

have to be finished first. But 

we are still giving the matter 

serious consideration. DB 

TURNTABLE 
COMEBACK 

1 have not yet seen any 

comeback on the Origin Live 

Uhtra turntable kit you bunt 

and reviewed in the DIY 

Supplement No. 4 so I 

thought you might be 

interested in my experiences 

with it. 

The version 1 have has the 

motor mounted on a steel 

sub-chassis (the steel sub-

chassis is well finished, unlike 

your description of the 

aluminium version) and 

features the improved power 

supply. it also arrived partially 

buftt with the motor and 

power supply circuit in place. 

Despite this, I still had to level 

the bearing housing, which 

sure enough was quite a tricky 

job needing a little patience to 

get right and a few readings of 

the instructions. 

When finally buift, the 

Ultra looked very smart and 

professional in appearance. I 

fitted an RB300 tonearm and 

Linn K5 and sat the whole 

'caboodle on my record box 

(not ideal but the best I can 

do in a student flat). My 

amplifier is a Nait Mk' with 

HB I Mk11 loudspeakers. 

When I finally had 

everything checked and 

double-checked I sat down to 

listen to a few records. To say 

I was impressed would be a 

distinct understatement For 

the first time an image 

appeared between the 

speakers and the copy of 

EQUIPMENT 

I have been a reader of your 

magazine from its first issue 

and have read with growing 

interest your articles on 

vintage equipment, so much 

so that I am now the proud 

owner of Leak Troughline 

Stereo tuner, Leak TUI2+ 
and Quad 11 power amps - 

all sound superb. especially 

the Leaks. 

However, in trying to 

locate smoothing capacitors 
for the Leaks (C13 & 14 - 

I 00/60pF) I have become 

increasingly confused as to 

what type to buy. Scouring 

catalogues etc there are 

numerous types of 

capacitors available e.g. 

electrolytic. polyester. 

polypropylene. paper in oil. 

silver foil, etc., etc. - all 

purporting to be the best. 

The onginalocircuit diagrams 

are no help as they only givc 

values - your kit details do 

the same. Types of resistors 

and connecting wiring are 

also not given. Surely the 

types of resistors, capacitors. 

wire etc must have an effect 

on the sound? 

The RATA upgrade data 

sheet lists recommended 

parts, but some values are 

different to the original ones 

RATA suggest 32 p F + 32.1JF 

Ansar (metallised 

polypropylene film) for the 

above whereas Graham 

Tricker recommends an 

electrolytic - he reckons the 
polypropylene would sound 

too bright and lack bass. 
I know as a non-electrical 

engineer I could just buy 

upgrade kits from G T Audio 

but I am intrigued by this 

issue - which are the best 

types to go for? (Incidentally 

1 have ordered a pair from 

GTA - I hope ! did right?) 

R Bould 

Winchester, 

Hants. 

Our experience with the 

effect that components 

have on the overall sound 

of an amplifier suggests that 

a combination of several 

different types of capacitor 

works best. Others have 

found likewise. For 

example. in our 300B design 

we decided to use a 

combination of 

polypropylene and paper- in-

oil capacitors. Too many 

polypropylenes in the signal 

path made the sound very 

clean, but also a touch 

bright and hard. Paper-in-

oils add a damping effect on 

the sound. 

In many cases, the value 

of the capacitor decides 

what you can use. For 

example. at low values 

Polystyrene capacitors 

seem to be sonically best. 

but 47nF is about the 

largest polystyrene 

capacitor you'll find. 

Between here and a few 
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Hergest Ridge by Mike 

Oldfield I own which is in bad 

shape was made listenable. 

Other albums were fabulous. 

The Breeders and Shonen 

Knife got a large injection of 

excitement and drive, whereas 

classical was simply a pleasure 

to listen to. Everything, from 

instruments to voices was 

clearly reproduced, even in my 

temperamental system. 

In short I am very 

impressed with both the 

sound quality and build of the 

kit I think this turntable kit 

would be hard to better at 

many times its cost and 

nothing can better the fun of 

building and fiddling with 

something normally so 

shrouded in hi-fi mystery. So 

thanks a lot Hi-Fi World for 

introducing me to this kit and 

to Mark Baker of Origin Live 

for being so helpful during 

panic attacks when building 'rt. 

And keep up the kit reviews — 

they're great!! 

James R. Breeze 

Edinburgh 

READER'S DIY 
SPEAKER DESIGN 

I am currently studying design 

at Sheffield Hallam University 

and have just recently started 

reading your magazine with 

enthusiasm as it seems to be 

one of the few aimed at the 
novice DIY hi-fi enthusiast - a 

category into which I fall, 

mainly due to my love for 

music and lack of funds as a 

student 

My problem, with which 

you may be able to help, is the 

vast world of speakers, 

specifically floorstanders. I wish 

to build a new pair of 

speakers. However, most of 

those on the market that I feel 

sound competent start from 

around £500-£600 upwards; 

my budget is a mere £350. 

I have toyed with the idea 

of a transmission line, but 

these seem to be something 

of a black art, so my attention 

has turned towards Isobariks 

such as the successful top of 

the range Linn Keltiks. 

I wish to use some Audax 

6.5" fibreglass cones, one for 

midrange, and two assembled 

for the lsobarik bass. For the 

treble I had in mind either 

Audax Titanium tweeters or a 

SEAS polyamide tweeter 

(H297). The choice of cones 
are both performance and 

aesthetic based. My initial 

designs using infinite baffle 

looked quite promising. 

However, when reading 

Vance Dickason's Loudspeaker 

Cookbook it would seem that 

the drivers are better suited to 

ported enclosures. This is 

where my problems begin. 

Having two enclosures, one 

for bass the other for 

treble/mid, I do not know 
which should be ported, or if 

both should be and in what 

ratio lengths? I am also 

uncertain as to the lsobarik 

chamber. This is half normal 

enclosure size, but does this 

include or exclude the volume 

created by the two linked 

drivers and tube? Also can this 

enclosure be "tuned" by 

altering its volume, like infinite 

baffle, or does it have to 

remain half Vas whatever? 
Would it be worthwhile 

just remaining infinite baffle 

(like the Linns)? This would be 

far simpler as it is only my 

second Hi-Fi project. 

However, if the benefits are 

greater with a tuned port then 

I am prepared to continue the 

endeavour with my design. 

Finally, another thought 

occurs when using only two 

T -1--1 Month 
pFs (rnicrofaraids) 

polypropylene and paper-in-
oils take over. The paper-in-

oil capacitors are expensive, 

but we've found, as I 

mentioned earlier, that they 

seem to work well in 

combination with 

polypropylene types. 

As far as reservoir 

capacitors go, large values 

restrict you to electrolytics. 

Small reservoir capacitors, 

such as the 32pF ones you 

were looking for, can be 

found in polypropylene, but 

they are expensive and 

don't have the saille 

influence on the sound as 

coupling caps. The one 

major advantage of using 

polypropylene capacitors in 

the power supply is that 

they loose their charge as 

soon as the power is turned 

off, making them much safer 

for DIY than electrolytics 

that hold their charge long 

enough to be dangerous. 

As far as resistors go, 

we've found that in most 

cases plain old carbon 

resistors have a smooth and 

detailed sound. Many 

recommend metal films as 

being better, but we found 

that the cheaper ones add a 

sharpness to the sound. 

Vishay bulk foils sound 

superb, but at around ES 

each they are expensive if 

any more than a handful 

needed. 

Graham Tricker at G.T. 

Audio uses very good 

quality components that are 

reliable and most are 

militai y spec, so I think you 

did right. DB 

You also need to consider 

what you want to achieve 

with your Leaks - an 

improved sound, the original 

sound or anything passable. 

The last option is obviously 

not for you. Do you then 

want to ' improve' the sound 

of the Leaks, always 

remembering that what you 

think constitutes an 

improvement may be 

deemed unacceptable by 

others, or do you want ro 

restore them to originality, 

in so far as this is possible? 

Restoration retains the re. 

sale value. Ask yourself - 

would you like to buy a 

Leak in as-new condition or 

one that had beeis gut at 

and modified by someone of 

uncertain ability? I'd suggest 

you renovate something 

that is old, battered and 

beyond i estoration, by using 

modern components. 

Otherwise, restore vintage 

equipment by using original 

parts in so far as this is 

possible Happy hunting. NK 

WIN A MAPLIN 

SOLDERING IRON KIT 

COMPLE FE WITH A 

LENG H OF SILVER 

SOLDER 

The writer of the most 

interesting DIY letter 

each month will receive 

a superb Maplin 

soldering iron, stand, 

booklet on good 

soldering practice and a 

length of high quality 

silver solder. 

Write in to: Hi-Fi World 

DIY letters, 64 Castellain 

Rd, Maida Vale, London 

W9 I EX. 

>> 
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6.5" units in a conventional 

design. If they are in separate 

enclosures, one for bass the 

other mid, could Itune them 

(by altering cab size) so the 

mid produces tight focus and 

the bass is strong/deep? Vance 

Dickason suggests a Qtc of 

0.8- I . 1 for bass (around 7 

litres) and 0.65-0.8 for 

focussed detailed sound 

(around 13 litres for 

mid/treble cab). Should this be 

attempted or am I just 

rambling. 

Can you help a stricken 

student? I eagerly await your 

comments, criticism or ridicule. 

Amendment to the previous 

letter. 

After typing the previous letter 

to you 1 have received 

information on a design for a 

floor standing Transmission 

Line speaker using twinned 

Focal drivers, like the Harman 

LS0500.1 am wary of this 

design and so would prefer if 

they were altered to a three 

way design, retaining the two 

6.5" drivers but having one 

dedicated to the bass and the 

other the midrange. I would 

then consider constructing this 

over the Isobarik design. Using 

the drivers in the three-way 

design might alter the cabinet 

dimensions and construction. 

Could you advise me as to the 

possible changes this might 

have dimension wise when 

using two 6.5" Focal 6K 412L 

or 6K 01 1DBL drivers in the 

design. I have included the 

existing design and dimensions 

when used with Focal 6V4I5 

drivers. Once again I would be 

grateful for your help and 

advice. 

Adam Norbury 

Nether Edge, 

Sheffield 

You seem more than a little 

unsure as to which 

loudspeakers you wish to 

build, so if you don't mind, I 

will decide for you. The 

easiest, and most likely design 

to give good results would be 

a three-way using a ported 

enclosure for the bass, similar 

to the design in last month's 

supplement (August 1994 

issue). As you seem keen to 

stick with two 6.5inch drivers 

I will incorporate these in my 

suggestions with a suitable 

tweeter. 

The Focal units you 

suggest are around £60 each, 

and I suspect that this will put 

them out of your budget, or 

compromises would have to 

be made elsewhere, i.e. 

tweeter, crossover and 

cabinets. I'd stick with the 

Audax 6.5inch units which 

are easily available and cost a 

more affordable £25. These 

give a crisp and detailed 

sound, but they do break up 

above 2kHz or so, so the 

tweeter used should cover 

the range above 2kHz 

smoothly. 

There are a wide range of 

tweeters you could select, 

but the one I'd go for would 

be the SEAS H398. This is a 

metal dome tweeter who's 

sonic character should suit 

the crisp and lively fibreglass 

Audax drivers well. Its 

response is smooth and a 

simple series capacitor of 

I 5.5j.iF gives a - 3dB point of 

I . 7kHz. 

I ran the Thiele-Small 

parameters of the bass units 

through a computer and the 

plotted the response and 

impedance curves into a 

network designer to arrive at 

the following results: 

The bass cabinet should be 

20 litres internal volume and 

tuned with a port 2inches in 

diameter and 4.5inches long. 

This gives a -3dB point of 

40Hz, plenty low enough to 

play bass fundamentals 

properly. You can fine tune 

the port by ear once the 

'speakers have been built. 

Lengthening the port up to 

6inches will extend bass 

further down, but removes 

the peak which adds 

subjective punch and speed 

to bass. Making it shorter, 

say 4inches, will make the 

peak stronger, but some 

depth will be lost. 

Use a 3 litre sealed 

enclosure for the midrange 

unit. This gives the flattest 

response down to 200Hz. 

Make sure that a thick layer 

of carpet felt is used behind 

this unit to stop reflections 

from the back of the 

15.51..IF R1 
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enclosure reflecting and 

passing back out through the 

cone. The chamber should 

also be lightly stuffed with 

long haired wool. 

The crossover values I 

calculated, using a network 

analyser, are shown in digram 

below. 

The money you'll have 

saved by using the Audax 

units rather than the Focals 

can be spent on high quality 

components for the 

crossover. I'd suggest using 

Solen polypropylene 

capacitors for the midrange 

and treble. These give a 

much more focused and 

precise sound than reversible 

electrolytics like Alcaps. 

Remember that although 

these values have been 

calculated using a 

combination of computer 

aided design and practical 

experience, they will only 

give you a workable starting 

point. It may take some time 

to fine tune them into 

something you like. If you do 

decide to have a go at 

building this design, please 

write in and let us know how 

it turns out. Good luck. DB 
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CROSSOVER FOR 2 X AUDAX HT170F0 
GLASS FIBRE UNITS AND SEAS H398 

METAL DOME TWEETER. SERIES RESISTOR 
R1 IS USED TO ATTENUATE TREBLE LEVEL. 
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Ï 1" tor 
as mitt e as 
£5co,cecoce. 

[And more. Or less.] 
If you take your hi-fi seriously — and we do mean seriously — this 

should sound familiar. 
One, you'd like totally unbiased advice on all the available options. 
Two, you're not prepared to settle for less than the best your 

money will buy. 
Three, you feel you deserve a professional to tailor a one-off 

system to your personal requirements. 
Four, you expect to test drive equipment — at length — before 

you decide. 
And last, but not least, you'd love to have your own expert on 

permanent call. 
In short, you want Serious Kit. 
Simply ring 061-707 4823 for access to all the above. 

Plus, most of the world's finest names in top-end equipment. And all the 
experience of the UK's top talent in hi-fi system design. 

Serious sound. Serious sense. Serious service. 
• • 

Serious Kit. 
coyour ears. SER/OUS Kil" 

SERIOUS KIT • 21 ALGERNON STREET • MONTON • ECCLES • MANCHESTER M30 9QA • TELEPHONE 061-707 4623. 

THE TOP NAMES. THE TOP EQUIPMENT. ACCUPHASE • ALCHEMIST • APOGÉE • AUDIO INNOVATIONS • AUDIOLAB 

AUDIO RESEARCH • COPLAND • COUNTERPOINT • EPOS ACOUSTICS • GROOVE TUBES • HEYBROOK LOUDSPEAKERS 

IMPULSE LOUDSPEAKERS • JADIS • KRELL • LYRA • MAGNEPAN • MARTIN LOGAN • MICHEL • MICRO-MEGA 

PINK TRIANOLE • P.S.AUDIO • ROKSAN • SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • SYSTEMDEK • TEAC • THETA • THIEL • WILSON AUDIO 
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The big range of 
audio components 

• Radial Capacitors 85°C - 
Aluminium Electrolytic 

Capacitance tolerance or 20% 

Temperature range -40°C to +85°C 

Leakage current 

1pA = 0.01CV or 39A (whichever is greater) 

V = rated voltage C rated capacitance in pF 

Order each stock number in multiples of 5 

value stock no. price each 

IF 5-45 50-95 

1 Y107-561 £0.068 £0.054 

2.2 Y107-577 £0.068 £0.054 

4.7 Y107-583 £0.068 £0.054 

10 Y I 07-599 £0.068 £0.054 

22 9107-606 £0.104 £0.084 

47 Y107-612 £0.138 £0.11 

100 9107-628 £0.202 £0.162 

220 Y107-634 £0.33 £0.266 

470 Y107-640 £0.658 £0326 

Each item is rated at 63V 

e Bargraph 

Module 
Normally used in 

power, voltage, audio instrumentation, etc 

IYPe stock no. 

3914 module (lin) 1304-611 

3915 module (log) 9304-605 

price each 

1-24 25-99 

£5.33 £4.53 

£5.33 £4.53 

• Radial Capacitors - 
Tubular Foil Polystyrene 

Ideal for applications which require small size 

and low cost. 

Order each stock number in multiples of 10 

value stock no. price each 

pF 

470 

680 

1000 

1500 

Y137-994 

Y138-004 

9138-010 

Y138-026 

ee -

10-40 50-90 

£0.05 £0.042 

£0.05 £0.042 

£0.05 £0.042 

£0.06 £0.05 

0 88480 
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2200 Y138-032 £0.07 

3300 Y138-048 £0.07 

4700 9138-054 £0.08 

6800 9138-060 £0.08 

10,000 9138-076 £0.09 

é VU 'Mini-meter' 
Applications include monitoring 

in a wide variety of audio 

circuits. 

£0.06 

£0.06 

£0.068 

£0.068 

£0.076 

stock no. price each 

1-9 10-24 

Y258-013 £5.20 £4.69 

Low Noise Audio 
Model No. MC33078 

OUTPUT 1 

INPUTS I 

V„ 

stock no. 

Y641-831 

TOP VIEW 

M033074P 

12,‘ 

OUTPUT 2 

} INPUTS 2 

price each 

I - 24 25-99 

£1.63 £0.86 

with a service that 
sounds even better 

• Complete Range of 

0.5W Metal Film Resistors 
5, ..2e Closa tolaranze 1% 

value stock no. value stock no. 

24K Y163-779 43K Y163-808 

27K Y149-868 47K 9149-880 

30K Y163-785 51K Y163-814 

33K Y149-874 56K Y149-903 

36K 9163-791 62K Y163-836 

39K Y149-981 68K Y149-919 

Order each stock number in multiples of I 0 

All values price each any one value 

10-90 100-490 

£0.052 £0.044 

O Single Turn 

Potentiometer 
Double 

Ganged 
value 

linear hocks 

5K 

10K 

50K 

100K 

stock no. 

Y168-358 

1168-364 

Y168-370 

YI68-386 

price each 

1-19 20-49 

£1.59 £ 1.43 

£1.59 £ 1.43 

£1.59 £ 1.43 

£1.59 £ 1.43 

O Amplifiers 

Ultra Low Distortion, 
High Speed SSM21 31P 

stock no price each 

1-24 25-99 100+ 

Y284-668 £3.61 £2.63 £ 1.93 

Model No. MC33079 

OUTPUT 1 

INPUTS 1 1 

14, 

INPUTS 2 

OUTPUT 2 

stock no. 

MC33079P 

Y641-847 

price each 

1-24 25-99 

£2.95 £ 1.55 

Audio Amplifiers LM380 

on PASS 

NON INV. BP 

ONO 

MV. VP 

oso 

stock no. 

9306-819 

price each 

1-24 25-99 100+ 

£2.29 £ 1.14 £0.69 

Full technical details of these products and 41,000 others in 
the 3-put t Electromail Catalogue - phone for your copy now! 

'Special offer price. Special offer ends 31st October 1994. Normal Price £5.00. 

O Audio 
Attenuators 

Linear Control MC3340P 

stock no. price each 

1-24 25-99 100+ 

1306-803 £3.71 £1.95 £0.87 

EAST DELIVERY 
all orden ed he despatched nest working doy 

24 HOUR ORDERING 
• we o«ept orders 24 hours o day 

PRICE GUARANTEE 
fixed until 310 October 1994 

Prices do not include VAT. Please mulliply ael only 

role by 1175 to odd VAT at current rate 
NI: Please add £346 to cover postoqe and polling 

To Order: Phone: 0536 204555 OR Fax: 

0536 405555 quoting yea ActessAse oaf luau ad 

expiry date OR Write: Send scan gram ..paràdby 
cheque, postal order or include your Access/Yea cord urn" ad 

expiry date, ensuring that your order is signed. Cheques end pael 

orders mini be crossed and nade payable to ELECTIOMAII. 

DO NOT SEND CASH OR CREDIT CARD. 

flenromoil PO Box 33, Corby, Nortlionn. 10117911. 

Prrres ore void unfit list Cache 1994, end 
they ecrlude VAT uhrrhmerri Ise cheeped or the 
relevent rare 
Offe:.ttleruttnUk only 
The product featured ore abaci to 

rise «Mince of wile and 
urncing or noted in the woe 
EIN11001011 («Mom These ore 
Geed* on request 
RS, IRS and Eledrernd 

ore regestered 
of RS (DrIPN<M, 

VISA 

11•111t. 
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Order by phone - pay by Access or Visa - it couldn't be easier 

PHONE: 0536 204555 FAX: 0536 405555 




